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ABSTRACT 

 

INFLUENCE OF HUMANS AND CLIMATIC VARIABILITY ON HISTORIC WILDFIRE 

DYNAMICS IN JASPER NATIONAL PARK, ALBERTA, CANADA 

 

Theresa Dinh 

University of Guelph, 2014 

 

 

Advisor: 

Dr. Ze'ev Gedalof 

 

A fire-scar based dendroecological reconstruction of wildfire history was used to detect the 

influence of climatic variability and land-use change on wildfire dynamics in the lodgepole pine 

(Pinus contorta var. latifolia Engelm.) forests of Jasper National Park in the Canadian Rocky 

Mountains. New original analyses were performed on 170 cross-section samples collected in the 

1970s from 52 fire history sites (approximately 435 km
2
 study area) from around Jasper, Alberta. 

The updated fire record reveals that fire occurrence was highly variable (range of mean fire 

return intervals: 4.9 to 52.5 years); although fire activity (i.e. fire size and frequency) decreased 

through time with fire exclusion becoming widespread during the 1950s. Along with less fire 

activity on the landscape, there were also shifts in fire seasonality from early human-ignited 

"spring burns" to more natural lightning-ignited "summer" fires (p < 0.05). Most fires were 

locally occurring and seemingly driven by topographic controls whereas, the 18 widespread fires 

(events occurring across at least 10 % of sites) were primarily driven by dry and warm climate 

conditions (e.g. El Niño years). Large regional fires burned across almost all sites, although some 

remnant patches (i.e. sites) remained unburned thus providing evidence for a historically mixed-

severity fire regime. To be consistent with historic patterns, large-scale restoration via prescribed 

burning should be scheduled to promote a frequent, patchy, and mixed-severity wildfire regime. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH 

 

 

Wildfire is a fundamental yet complex and poorly understood natural disturbance process 

(Turner et al. 1997; Bond and Keeley 2005; Bowman 2007). It is one of the most important 

mechanisms driving landscape ecological dynamics, affecting community structure and 

composition, patch size, soil properties, water and nutrient cycling, and aesthetic considerations 

(Romme 1982; Turner et al. 1997; Signell et al. 2005). Consequently, changes in fire activity can 

trigger community reorganizations and exclude or provide regeneration opportunities for 

different species at different times. As such, the variability in the causes, controls, and scales of 

wildfire disturbances result in landscape impacts that variable on both spatial and temporal scales 

(Agee 1998; Lertzman et al. 1998). 

 Wildfire dynamics (i.e. ignition, spread, intensity, severity, extent, and frequency) are 

determined primarily by climate, vegetation, and land use (Gedalof et al. 2005) although, the 

relative importance of these controls varies across space and time, which contribute to high 

variability in the fuel accumulation and probability of fire ignition (Agee 1998; Heyerdahl et al. 

2001).  The stochastic nature of wildfire, as well as its temporal and spatial variability, make 

understanding the controlling mechanisms of fire regimes difficult (McKenzie et al. 2004; 

Williams and Baker 2012). Recognizing these complexities, empirical data and quantitative 

investigations on wildfire dynamics are needed. Paleoecological research, especially fire history 

studies, provides an improved understanding of natural disturbance patterns and its variability 

which are important for fire and ecosystem management. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Climate. Interannual and multi-decadal climate variability is an important top-down 

control on wildfire dynamics as the production and ignition of available and abundant fuels are 

necessary for fire activity (Margolis and Balmat 2009). The impacts of climatic trends observed 

during the 20
th

 century and projected future climate change into the 21
st  

century include 

increased frequency, duration, and severity of droughts in western North America (Flannigan et 

al. 2002; Bergeron et al. 2004; Westerling et al. 2006; Waddington et al. 2012). These persistent 

drought conditions are expected to increase the number of larger and higher-severity wildfires in 

North America. 

 Overall, climatic variability has both direct and indirect effects on fire regimes through 

controlling the likelihood of fire spread by changing fuel characteristics such as fuel structure, 

load, and flammability (Collins et al. 2006; Schoennagel et al. 2007; Margolis and Balmat 2009). 

Fuel dynamics as well as, tree recruitment, growth, and mortality processes are controlled, in 

part, by seasonal to interannual climatic variation (Swetnam and Betancourt 1998) whereas, 

landscape-level variations are more likely due to interdecadal climate variability (Rhemtulla et 

al. 2002). In addition to local climatic influences (i.e. temperature, precipitation, wind speed, and 

lightning activity), large-scale regional and global climate patterns also influence conditions 

suitable for fire activity through teleconnections and regional expressions of drought (Williams 

et al. 2013). The effects of these teleconnections depend largely on latitude variation and phase 

expressions of ENSO and PDO (Gershunov and Barnett 1998). In western North America, 

positive "warm and dry" phases of ocean-atmospheric variations such as the El Niño-Southern 

Oscillation (ENSO) and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) increase the frequency and 

magnitude of large-scale drought (Schoennagel et al. 2005).  
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 The effects of climatic variation on fire regimes vary among forest types (Schoennagel et 

al. 2004; Gedalof 2011). Short-term climatic variations (occurring over seasons, years, and 

decades) are probably more immediately influential on fire regimes and forest structures than 

compared to centennial to millennial climate change trends. In many systems, growth and 

accumulation of the herbaceous and litter layers (i.e. grasses, forbs, leaves, cones, and branches, 

etc.) are critically important in determining fire ignition, spread, and intensity. In warm and dry 

forests, such as the ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa Dougl. ex Laws.) forests of the southwest 

United States, fuel availability is the most limiting factor as historically frequent fire regimes 

removed much of the vegetation and fuel load (Swetnam and Betancourt 1990). In contrast, 

boreal forests, which are typically more humid and wet, are limited by fuel combustibility (e.g. 

ignition-limited systems) and fire occurrence is less frequent but typically more severe (Johnson 

et al. 2001). In montane mixed-conifer forests, complex moisture gradients and thus, fuel 

availability and combustibility are less limiting and fires in these forests tend to burn with a 

complex mix of frequencies and severities (Taylor and Skinner 2003).  

 Topography. Wildfire attributes (i.e. fire occurrence, behaviour, and effects) are also 

influenced by direct and indirect physical environmental gradients such as vegetation cover, 

topography, slope, aspect, and elevation (Lynch et al. 2004). For example, the spatial 

arrangement and heterogeneous fuel types (coarse versus fine fuels) can influence burning 

patterns (Heinselman 1973). As well, complex and mountainous landscapes with narrow valleys 

can funnel and channelize winds which drive the movement of fire (and influence fire behaviour) 

(Prichard et al. 2009). Lightning is another topography-related mechanism that controls fire 

activity as the number of lightning strikes varies predictably with elevation. Although, fuel 
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moisture seems to be a stronger determinant of fire frequency compared to the number of 

lightning strikes and fire ignitions (Rorig and Ferguson 1999).  

 Local topographic variations modify the microenvironment and govern climate 

conditions. The amount of incoming solar radiation is governed by slope aspect which impacts 

fire behaviour by controlling moisture availability. In the northern hemisphere, westerly and 

southerly aspects tend to have warmer and drier local climate compared to easterly and northerly 

aspects (Heyerdahl et al. 2007). Steep and south-facing slope aspects tend to have the driest 

conditions which are conducive to fire activity (Heyerdahl et al. 2001). However, these slopes 

have low productivity and may lack sufficient fuels which may limit fire ignition and spread 

(Schoennagel et al. 2004). Therefore, spatial heterogeneity of the landscape is a strong 

biophysical bottom-up control on the fire regime. 

 Methods. In this study, I use a paleoecological approach to examine and compare the 

history of climate, vegetation, and wildfire dynamics at a range of temporal and spatial scales.  

Paleoenvironmental proxies allow for a better understanding of the long-term interactions and 

complexity of fire prone landscapes, especially the historical interactions between climate, fire, 

and vegetation. There are various methods to reconstruct the history of these ecosystem 

processes, especially fire history, and each method has its benefits and limitations.  

 There are two main types of paleoenvironmental evidence of fire (Lorimer 1985): 1) 

direct evidence such as combusted material and heating evidence or 2) indirect evidence such as 

variations in physiological and ecosystem processes. These historical data can be elucidated from 

different proxy methods such as dendroecology (tree rings) and limnology (lake sediments). 

There are different diagnostic values for each proxy method which may lead to difficulties when 

comparing results (Gavin et al. 2006). In both cases, it is important to consider that these 
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materials could be deteriorated and/or altered through time causing a less precise reconstruction 

of past environmental conditions (Gavin 2001). Although, in understanding complex 

environmental systems, high-resolution as well as temporally and spatially explicit fire history 

reconstructions are desired. Information in tree rings are generally better spatially and temporally 

resolved, while charcoal and pollen in lake sediments have variable catchment sizes and are less 

temporally resolved (usually decadal) (Conedera et al. 2009). As well, there is higher potential 

for confounding, local-scale influences (e.g. topography and humans) on fire regimes to be 

magnified in the relatively long fire history records derived from lake sediments.  

 Dendroecology is the science that uses tree rings dated to their exact year of formation to 

analyze temporal and spatial patterns of ecosystem processes. This method provides a fine-scale 

resolution spatial and temporal reconstruction of ecosystem dynamics. More specifically, 

dendropyrochronology is the study of wildfire dynamics by use of tree rings (Speer 2010). Tree 

rings record demographic and structural evidence of past disturbance events. By carefully 

crossdating and examining the tree rings (i.e. fire scar and germination pith dates), the exact year 

and often even the season in which the fire occurred can be determined.  

 There are two main types of dendropyrochronology evidence (Reed et al. 1998; Smith 

and Sutherland 1999; Amoroso et al. 2011): fire scar and age-class data. Traditionally, fire 

history research has been based on stand-origin mapping. This method involves mapping distinct 

vegetation polygons that are distinguishable from air photos and in the field, as homogenous 

structural and demographic cohorts (Van Wagner 1978; Reed et al. 1998; Weir et al. 2000; 

Buechling and Baker 2004; Reed and Johnson 2004). The establishment dates and age estimates 

of each polygon are used as surrogate estimates of fire events dates (Masters 1990). From these 

time-since-last-fire (TSLF) maps, each polygon (i.e. distinct even-aged patch) is assumed to be 
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representative of widespread regeneration during a recruitment pulse after fire disturbance. A 

limitation of this method is that coring rarely obtains the actual germination dates and thus, do 

not typically yield accurate fire dates. This method is generally less accurate and precise in 

estimating fire frequency. Many TSLF-based fire history studies assume that all cohorts resulted 

from fire although it is difficult to identify forcing agents. Some cohorts could have initiated 

during favourable climatic conditions (i.e. wet and warm) and their establishment may not have 

anything to do with post-fire regeneration (Everett 2008). Thus, these uncertainties reduce the 

temporal precision of derived fire dates. Therefore, the limitation of these studies is the potential 

to overestimate the number of post-fire cohorts and thus, fire frequency. 

 Fire scar analysis is an important tool for understanding forest ecosystem dynamics. 

Wildfires often leave distinctive scars that preserve spatial, temporal, and ecological information 

of each event (Gutsell and Johnson 1996; Smith and Sutherland 1999). Fire scars are typically 

triangular shaped and extend to the ground (Barrett and Arno 1988; Agee 1993). These scars can 

be used to determine when the low-severity surface fires occurred (Dieterich and Swetnam 1984; 

Gutsell and Johnson 1996; McBride 1983). Along with a temporal record, this method provides 

spatial information of fire events such that the location of fire-scarred trees identifies the exact 

location of particular fires. However, fire scars are imperfect proxies for detecting past patterns 

as only low-to-moderate severity fires are recorded because high severity fires result in complete 

mortality of the recording tree (Turner and Romme 1994). Also, disturbance events other than 

fire, such as flooding, rockfalls, ice jams, and snow avalanches can leave similar scar evidence 

(Stoffel et al. 2005; Casteller et al. 2008; Arbellay et al. 2012). Lastly, the absence of scars does 

not necessarily equate to an absence of fire from the landscape (Baker and Dugan 2013). This is 

because either the fire burned at such a low intensity that it did not char the tree; or alternatively, 
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the fire resulted in complete tree mortality. The destruction of older trees by more recent high-

severity fires may also introduce a bias into the fire chronology (Kipfmueller and Baker 1998; 

Swetnam et al. 1999). Therefore, studies that are oriented around fire-scar analysis may find less 

fire-scar material and possibly erroneously conclude that sublethal fires are less frequent than 

historically occurred. Thus, fire frequencies reported by fire scars typically represent the 

minimum fire-return intervals.  

 Fire scar dates evidence should ideally be corroborated with other types of tree-ring 

evidence of fire such as the formation of traumatic resin canals and changes to chemical 

composition and wood density (Speer 2010). For example, a typical physiological tree-ring 

response to fire disturbance is an abrupt and sustained increase in tree-ring growth due to the 

influx of nutrients and resources release from competitors (Speer 2010). Therefore, the increase 

in growth is indicative of suppression-release patterns after disturbance (Lorimer 1985). 

However, it is difficult to attribute growth release solely to fire disturbance, as there are many 

other disturbance events that might result in the same pattern. These patterns of incremental 

growth must be evaluated carefully because climatic anomalies can also cause growth patterns 

that are superficially similar to a release or suppression event.  

 Dendroecological (tree-ring) analyses, both fire scars and cohort establishment dates, can 

also be used to reconstruct the natural range of variability of fire regimes and understand the 

mechanisms by which fire regimes changed (e.g. Amoroso et al. 2011). The portion of the record 

prior to 1800 must be used to interpret the "natural" role of wildfire disturbances. Unfortunately, 

the early portion of the fire history data has probably suffered the greatest loss of information 

over time due to destruction of fire evidence by subsequent fires (Kipfmueller and Baker 1998). 
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Despite the loss of historical evidence, refining and understanding past Jasper National Park 

(JNP) wildfires can support present day and future forest management decisions.  

 Fire Regime. A fire regime is a comprehensive description of the naturally occurring 

wildfire cycle (frequency), type (surface/crown), extent (area burned), severity (degree of 

mortality), intensity (energy), and timing (seasonality) of fires that are characteristic in a given 

area (Agee 1998). Traditionally, fire ecology research is concerned with the frequency of fires 

but that may not be the most ecologically important characteristic of the fire regime. Fire extent 

and severity also play important roles in defining the landscape structure (Buechling and Baker 

2004). As such, a complete reconstruction of fire history requires the comprehensive 

quantification of all fire regime characteristics. 

 The timing or seasonality of fire activity is seldom investigated. The scar-tip and tree-ring 

structure are sometimes obstructed and it is difficult to determine the intra-ring position of the 

scar (Gutsell and Johnson 1996; Smith and Sutherland 2001). As well, when fire scars occur on 

the boundary between two rings, it is difficult to determine if the fire disturbance occurred in the 

late summer/autumn of one year or the spring of the following year. In this case, the ecology of 

the landscape must be considered (Farris et al. 2010). Fire seasonality is an ecologically 

meaningful metric because it reveals important information about the environmental conditions 

(e.g. moisture availability) at the time of ignition (Johnson et al. 1999).  

 Fire regimes also interact with other disturbance agents such as wind throw, insects, and 

(fungal) pathogens (Swetnam and Betancourt 1998; Pohl et al. 2006). Past site disturbance 

history and the legacies left behind after insect outbreaks (and/or livestock grazing, fire 

suppression, or timber extraction) can lead to changes in fuel accumulation influencing fire 

behaviour, effects, and regimes (Taylor and Skinner 2003; Schoennagel et al. 2004; Wright and 
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Agee 2004). Therefore, the complex interactions among multiple disturbance regimes and 

ecosystem dynamics suggest that there is a need to reconstruct fire history at broad spatial and 

temporal scales while maintaining high resolution.  

 Ecosystems are often characterized by a particular fire regime, which can be categorized 

into three broad classes (Agee 1998): 1) infrequent high-severity crown fire; or 2) frequent low-

severity surface fires; or 3) mixed-severity with a spatial-temporal mosaic of low- and high-

severity fires. High-severity fires are typically large and cause widespread mortality 

(Kipfmueller and Baker 1998). Few trees survive these stand-replacing fires and the resultant 

stand is distinctly even-aged. In contrast, in terms of burn area, low-severity fires are usually 

more limited in extent (Perry et al. 2011). These are most commonly non-lethal low-intensity 

surface fires that result in variable tree survival and thus, uneven-aged forests (Wolf 2004). 

Although these fires are normally smaller and their effects are more localized, they are also 

important in driving stand dynamics and thus, ecosystem dynamics (Abrams and Nowacki 1992; 

Guyette et al. 2003). 

 Simplifications in the classification of fire regimes can be problematic when trying to 

understand mixed-severity dynamics (Agee 1998). The heterogeneity of mixed-severity 

landscapes is historically maintained through variability in fire frequency and fire severity via 

multiple successional pathways (Wright and Agee 2004). In this case, there is a combination of 

surface and crown fires, differing in size and severity, which occurs at multiple timescales 

resulting in heterogeneous "patchy" fuel structure across the landscape. With a complex range of 

ecological effects acting over large spatial and temporal scales, these wildfire regimes are the 

most difficult to understand and predict (Beaty and Taylor 2001; Amoroso et al. 2011).  
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In fire-dependent systems, such as the coniferous forests of western North America, fire 

activity also controls biomass production and species composition (Whitlock et al. 2003). The 

montane ecoregion of the Rocky Mountains, specifically the landscape in Jasper National Park, 

is predominantly covered by lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta var. latifolia Engelm.) but Douglas-

fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) Franco), white spruce (Picea glauca (Moench) Voss), 

trembling aspen (Populus tremuloides Michx.), and balsam poplar (Populus balsamifera L.) also 

occur (Tande 1979). Over time, some species have evolved physiological and morphological 

adaptations to disturbances which facilitate their dominance in these fire-prone landscapes (Fryer 

and Johnson 1988; Johnson and Fryer 1989). Fire-adapted species have evolved traits such as 

seed dispersal, thick protective bark, or the ability to resprout after fire disturbance. Lodgepole 

pine is a classic example of a fire-adapted species; its serotinous cones open only after fire melts 

the resinous coating (Brown 1975). Consequently, P. contorta is able regenerate immediately 

after fire disturbance. The pattern of establishment, growth, and subsequent development of P. 

contorta stands are controlled by a frequent fire regime that excludes other competitors such as 

fire-intolerant species (e.g. white spruce seeds destroyed by fire).  

 Human Influence on Wildfire Activity. The specific fire history of a region also reflects 

the cultural background of how people managed the landscape (Conedera et al. 2009). Generally, 

fire characteristics, such as fire frequency, severity, and seasonality, changed through time due in 

part to anthropogenic alterations of the natural fire regime (Arno et al. 2000). Humans have 

either increased fire activity through land development and construction (e.g. roadside fires and 

land clearing) or reduced fire occurrence through fire exclusion (e.g. suppression policies, cattle, 

and sheep grazing) (Buechling and Baker 2004). In North America, First Nations used frequent 

fire as a management tool to facilitate the growth of food plants, to clear vegetation along travel 
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corridors and pastureland, and to reduce severe wildfire hazards around communities (Kay 1994; 

Guyette et al. 2003; Wright and Agee 2004). However, as Europeans arrived and settled, First 

Nations were displaced and their traditional use of fire declined. As the interface between 

settlements and the forest increased, fire-ban laws were implemented to protect homesteads and 

other human interests (Rhemtulla et al. 2002).  

 Fire suppression efforts were most effective in putting out low- and moderate-severity 

fires such that smaller fires were effectively excluded from the landscape whereas larger fires 

were left to continue to burn. As a result of fire exclusion, many low-elevation montane forests 

changed in composition, structure, and fuels (Rhemtulla et al. 2002). Historical fire exclusion 

has led to an accumulation of fuels which may result in larger and more severe wildfires over 

time (Buechling and Baker 2004). Fire periodicity also increased during this time period (Keane 

et al. 2002). There are longer time intervals between fires due to active fire suppression. 

Alternatively, some studies suggest that the cause for the decrease in fire frequency over 

time may be linked to the cooler and wetter climate associated with the late Little Ice Age 

(Johnson and Larsen 1991). For example, variability in the fire activity of Kootenay National 

Park in the Canadian Rocky Mountains was best explained by climate variability and overall, fire 

suppression had no effect on the fire regime (Masters 1990). This may be true in the Cordilleran 

mountain forests but elsewhere (e.g. savannas systems), human activity such as fire suppression 

policies and land fragmentation from agriculture and development was responsible for changes 

in the fire regime and decreasing fire frequencies (Wolf 2004). 

 It is hypothesized that due to the combined effects of human land use, fire suppression, 

and climate variation the fire regime have been homogenized across many landscapes. Jasper 

National Park has probably had effective fire control (i.e. exclusion) since its establishment in 
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1907 (becoming Jasper Forest Park and a National Park in 1930) as it represents a major 

transportation corridor as well as, tourist and recreation centre. Fire regimes that were once 

characterized by frequent and extensive low- to medium-intensity fires, with occasional medium- 

to high-intensity fires (Tande 1979) are shifting towards a less frequent higher-severity fire 

regime (Rhemtulla et al. 2002). As a result, lodgepole pine forests are changing towards spruce 

(Picea spp.) dominated forests and these changes have important consequences for ecosystem 

functioning, biodiversity, and species composition. Consequently, cultural and economic value 

of these natural lodgepole pine forest ecosystems has been lost. Historically, many First Nations 

peoples used the wood from lodgepole pine for a variety of purposes, including lumber for 

lodges and buildings (MacLaren et al. 2007).  

 As such, Parks Canada is currently re-introducing fire to the landscape by conducting 

prescribed burns in an on-going program to restore healthy forests and reduce risk of high-

severity wildfire (Rhemtulla et al. 2002). These scheduled burns are being used to return a 

natural disturbance regime to the landscape, restore cultural First Nations burning, and improve 

wildlife habitat as well as create fire breaks as a tactical maneuver against the spread of the 

mountain pine beetle (Dendroctonus ponderosae Hopkins). Therefore, information on the natural 

or historic fire regime such as frequency and timing of burning will allow for effective science-

based landscape management (Hallett and Walker 2000). 

 To simultaneously evaluate all of these factors (i.e. the controls on wildfire dynamics) 

requires a strategy that encompasses a broad range of temporal and spatial scales. Multiple scales 

of assessment are necessary because different controlling factors operate most strongly within a 

certain range of scales and less strongly at others. Climatic controls of past fire regimes, for 

example, are most clearly identified in regional-scale assessments, whereas human (e.g. First 
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Nations (in Canada) or Native American (in USA)) influences are more easily distinguishable at 

fine scales such as local stand or plot studies 

 Tande (1979) Fire History Reconstruction. As part of his master's thesis, Gerald (Tande 

1979) studied the fire history and vegetation pattern in Jasper National Park, specifically around 

the Jasper townsite. He sampled a large number of locations but took only a few samples (i.e. 

cores, wedges, and cross-sections) per sampling location (< 10 trees per site). These samples 

were collected in the late 1970s and thus, they were not analyzed using modern analytical 

methods. Tande dated his chronology by counting rings without crossdating. This results in 

errors when trying to associate fire scar dates between sites, and when in determining the specific 

year in which a given fire occurred (McBride 1983). As such, his conclusion that there were no 

misdated tree rings due to false or missing rings is unreliable because trees under stress are more 

likely to missing rings (Madany et al. 1982). This potential source of error affects the 

reconstructions of fire size, calculations of fire return intervals, and fire frequency. As well, 

growth patterns and fire events determined from non-crossdated chronologies cannot be 

synchronized between sites and therefore, the role of climate in regional wildfire occurrence 

cannot be assessed.  

 By refining the accuracy and precision of Tande's dataset by crossdating all samples, I 

can better understand the historic fire regime and controls on wildfire dynamics. The temporal 

variability in the fire regime can be attributed to both cultural history and past climate. Changes 

to the fire regime in the Jasper region have been widely documented including decreased fire 

occurrence, increased forest cover, and shifts to closed-canopy late-successional vegetation cover 

(Rhemtulla et al. 2002). Whether these changes were caused by climatic change, human impacts 

or both, remains undetermined. By crossdating Tande's tree-ring record and fire history 
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reconstruction, original climate-fire analyses were conducted and thus, more refined questions 

were asked regarding why these fires occurred and examining the roles of various drivers of 

wildfire dynamics and more carefully characterizing details of the historical fire regime. This 

study will characterize the controls on wildfire dynamics in Jasper National Park by 

reconstructing the fire history to identify and understand the mechanisms by which fire regimes 

changed, especially human-climate-landscape controls. 
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AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

I hypothesize that wildfire dynamics are complex because the relative influences of humans as 

well as climatic and topographic variability changes in both space and time. My thesis explores 

the question "What are the controls on wildfire dynamics in Jasper National Park?” I will answer 

this question by completing the objectives below: 

 To crossdate Tande’s (1979) fire history reconstruction and characterize historical 

wildfire activity in Jasper National Park; 

 To identify and understand the mechanisms for variability in wildfire dynamics, 

especially human-climate-landscape controls; 

 To inform land management practices such as quantifying an appropriate burn schedule. 

To complete the objectives outlined above, I will:  

 reconstruct and crossdate the fire history record in Jasper National Park using fire-scar 

dates and dendrochronological methods; 

 characterize the historical fire regime by quantifying the frequency and seasonality of 

low-severity fire events; 

 determine the spatial extent and burning behaviour of all fire events; 

 investigate the influence of bottom-up characteristics and the role of land-use change on 

fire occurrence; 

 assess how climatic variables are related to the occurrence of fires by determining the 

individual and combined effects of local and regional interannual to multi-decadal 

climate forcing and variability; 

 quantify an historically appropriate burn schedule and fire regime for management 

activities used by Parks Canada (and the industry). 
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 This research provides evidence for the importance of crossdating in dendroecological 

fire history reconstructions and analyses of the role of climate, landscape, and human variability 

on wildfire dynamics. The combined effects of variation in spatial controls from irregular 

topography and temporal controls from interannnual to decadal climatic oscillation elucidate the 

importance of understanding the relative importance of these controls across time and space. As 

well, the confounding impacts arising from anthropogenic influences (including First Nations 

peoples) on the fire regime make understanding the controls on wildfire dynamics even more 

difficult. These data on historic controls on wildfire dynamics will be important in assessing 

future fire activity in relation to projected climate change. Chapter 1 provides important 

background context for my masters' research and sets up Chapter 2, a manuscript written for 

submission to the International Journal of Wildland Fire, as well as, Chapter 3, a document 

which summarizes and explores avenues for future research; also included are Appendices which 

present relevant supplemental information. 
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CHAPTER 2: MANUSCRIPT 

 

INFLUENCE OF HUMANS AND CLIMATIC VARIABILITY ON HISTORIC WILDFIRE 

DYNAMICS IN JASPER NATIONAL PARK, CANADA 

Authors: Theresa Dinh*, Ze'ev Gedalof, and Lori D. Daniels 

A manuscript for submission to the International Journal of Wildland Fire 

*lead, major contribution to analysis and writing 

 

ABSTRACT 

A fire-scar based dendroecological reconstruction of wildfire history was used to detect the 

influence of climatic variability and land-use change on wildfire dynamics in the lodgepole pine 

(Pinus contorta var. latifolia Engelm.) forests of Jasper National Park in the Canadian Rocky 

Mountains. New original analyses were performed on 170 cross-section samples collected in the 

1970s from 52 fire history sites (approximately 435 km
2
 study area) from around Jasper, Alberta. 

The updated fire record reveals that fire occurrence was highly variable (range of mean fire 

return intervals: 4.9 to 52.5 years); although fire activity (i.e. fire size and frequency) decreased 

through time with fire exclusion becoming widespread during the 1950s. Along with less fire 

activity on the landscape, there were also shifts in fire seasonality from early human-ignited 

"spring burns" to more natural lightning-ignited "summer" fires (p < 0.05). Most fires were 

locally occurring and seemingly driven by topographic controls whereas, the 18 widespread fires 

(events occurring across at least 10 % of sites) were primarily driven by dry and warm climate 

conditions (e.g. El Niño years). Large regional fires burned across almost all sites, although some 

remnant patches (i.e. sites) remained unburned thus providing evidence for a historically mixed-

severity fire regime. To be consistent with historic patterns, large-scale restoration via prescribed 

burning should be scheduled to promote a frequent, patchy, and mixed-severity wildfire regime. 

KEYWORDS  

lodgepole pine, dendrochronology, mixed-severity fire, fire-climate interactions, top-down 

controls, Jasper National Park 
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INTRODUCTION 

Wildfire dynamics are determined primarily by the interactions among topography, fuels, and 

climate across various spatial and temporal scales (Bond and Keeley 2005). In the western 

Cordillera, changes to the natural fire regime have been widely documented (Rhemtulla et al. 

2002). Since the 1900s, the fire regime has been homogenized from a more mixed fire regime 

towards a high-severity fire regime, as low-severity fires were the most easily suppressed. 

Changes to the wildfire regime such as decreased fire occurrence led to increased forest cover 

but whether these changes were caused by climatic change, human impacts or both, remains 

undetermined. 

Fire behaviour including fire occurrence, spatial pattern, and ecological effect is linked to 

fuel availability and fuel moisture which are mainly controlled by temperature, precipitation, 

wind speed, and lightning activity such that abundant dry fuels increase the probability of 

ignition events and fire spread (Williams et al. 2013). In addition to local to regional climatic 

influences, large-scale global climate patterns also influence widespread drought conditions and 

thus fire activity (Heyerdahl et al. 2008; Rother and Grissino-Mayer 2014). Interannual and 

multi-decadal patterns of climate variability have direct and indirect effects on fire regimes 

through controlling the likelihood of fire spread by changing fuel characteristics such as fuel 

type, load, and flammability as well as the frequency of ignitions and weather conducive to rapid 

spread (Bessie and Johnson 1995). More specifically, regional fire occurrence patterns are 

associated with warm regional drought conditions. In the Pacific Northwest, fires are most likely 

to occur when the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation 

(PDO) are both in their positive phases, which are associated with warm and dry spring-summer 

climates (Schoennagel et al. 2005).  
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Local-regional and global climatic properties fluctuate over time, making the 

relationships between the fire regime and fire-climate drivers complex to understand (Masters 

1990). Climate warming will decrease the moisture of fuels and thereby enhance antecedent 

drought conditions (McKenzie et al. 2004; Littell et al. 2009). This projected climate change 

may lead to increased frequency of large and higher-severity wildfires as well as, an extension of 

the fire season (Gillett et al. 2004; Westerling et al. 2006). The relationship between climatic 

variability and current (and future) fire activity are complex but they can be greatly informed by 

knowledge of past climate-wildfire interactions. 

Local topographic variations govern fire behaviour and result in spatial variation of fire 

activity as they modify the moisture availability and ultimately control fuel dryness and 

continuity (Lynch et al. 2004). For example, the amount of incoming solar radiation is governed 

by slope aspect which impacts fire behaviour by controlling moisture availability. In the northern 

hemisphere, steep and south-facing slope aspects tend to have the driest conditions which are 

conducive to fire activity (Heyerdahl et al. 2001). Moreover, the heterogeneity of the landscape 

is such a strong biophysical control on the fire regime such that the same regional climatic 

conditions do not result in one single fire regime across a landscape. (Heyerdahl et al. 2002) 

found that variation in topography resulted in different responses to ENSO activity. Thus, fire-

climate relationships may change across topographic variables such that the same regional 

climatic conditions do not result in one single fire regime across a landscape. These local 

topographic variations may result in spatially patchy wildfire histories at the landscape scale 

which may include remnant unburned patches (Lentile et al. 2006).  

 Fire regimes also reflect land-use legacies and the cultural background of how people 

managed the landscape (Veblen et al. 2000; Taylor and Skinner 2003). Variability in historic fire 
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occurrence, frequency, extent, and seasonality are a result of the different sources of ignition 

(e.g. natural lightning strikes, accidental fires, or intentional prescribed fire for land 

management) (Agee 1998; Heyerdahl et al. 2001). Humans have altered the natural fire regime 

either by increasing fire activity through land development and construction (e.g. roadside fires) 

or reducing fire occurrence through fire exclusion (e.g. suppression policy) (Buechling and 

Baker 2004). In Canada, First Nations people used frequent fire as a management tool to clear 

vegetation, improve forage for grazers, and reduce wildfire risk and hazards around communities 

(MacLaren et al. 2007) but as Europeans arrived and settled, the First Nations were displaced 

and their traditional use of fire as a management tool declined (Rhemtulla et al. 2002). As the 

interface between settlement and forest increased, fire suppression laws were implemented 

resulting in the exclusion of fire from the natural environment (e.g. Hessl and Graumlich 2002).  

Fire seasonality information held in tree rings can be used as indicators of these fire 

regime changes. Scars found in the dormant position (between two tree rings) are difficult to 

assign to a season and to accurately do this, it is important to consider the ecology of the 

landscape. In western North America, natural fires would occur naturally in the summer or later 

in the season, after sufficient drying. Therefore, changes in intra-ring fire scar position can be 

used to identify the shifts from human-induced to natural ignition sources in the fire history 

record (Johnson et al. 1999). Natural (or non-human related) fires and thus, scar-tips would 

occur in the latewood or dormant season whereas, human-induced fires were probably ignited 

during early spring burns by First Nations people (Drobyshev and Niklasson 2004). As such, 

historic changes in intra-ring fire scar position may indicate a shift from human-induced to 

natural ignition sources. 
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In this study, we take a paleoecological approach to examine how complex disturbance 

processes and landscape patterns interact at a range of temporal and spatial scales. Empirical data 

and quantitative investigations on wildfire dynamics are needed to get an improved 

understanding of natural disturbance patterns and their variability. A suite of variables 

representing climate, fuels, and land-use history were identified and associated with the 

probability of fire occurrence. Fire event synchrony is most typically related to climatic 

variability because most ecological disturbances or processes are not capable of physically 

spreading over such large regional areas; but other wildfire attributes such as probably of ignition 

and fire spread are influenced by direct and indirect physical environmental gradients such as 

vegetation cover, slope, aspect, and elevation. This study characterizes the controls on wildfire 

dynamics in Jasper National Park by reconstructing the fire history to identify and understand the 

mechanisms by which fire regimes changed. Understanding spatial and temporal variation in 

climatic effects and human influences on fire regimes is important for managing landscapes and 

fire regimes under projected future changing conditions. 
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METHODS 

Study Area 

 The 435 km
2 

study area is located in the Cordilleran and Boreal mountain forests of the 

Main and Front Ranges of the Canadian Rocky Mountains (Fig. 1). Jasper National Park (JNP) 

covers a complex degree of topographic relief including valleys and mountains (Stringer and La 

Roi 1970; Stringer 1973). The 52 sites are distributed across the three-valley confluence of the 

Athabasca, Maligne, and Miette River which converge at the Jasper townsite, Alberta, Canada 

(52.87° N, 118.08° W). The study area is characterized by its main vegetation community, fire-

adapted lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta var. latifolia Engelm.) coniferous forests (Nadeau and 

Corns 2002). These mountain forests are representative of the montane ecoregion (elevation 

below 1600 m), although they may experience localized climate whereby the total precipitation 

is lower and the mean daily growing season temperature is warmer and drier than any other part 

of west-central Alberta (Tande 1979; Anderson et al. 1998). This area has high interannual 

variability in precipitation due to orographic influences (i.e. rain shadow effects). The dominate 

disturbance agent is wildfire, although insect outbreaks are also important in controlling 

ecological dynamics (Holland and Coen 1982). As a UNESCO world heritage site (the Canadian 

Rocky Mountain Parks), there is interest in ecological restoration to improve and maintain 

ecological integrity. 
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Fig. 1. Study area with 52 fire-history plots in Jasper National Park, Alberta located in the 

Canadian Rocky Mountains. 
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Fire History 

Tande (1979) dendroecologically reconstructed the fire history in JNP using ring counts 

of cores and fire-scarred sections from trees. He conducted opportunistic sampling in distinct 

vegetation polygons to collect fire dates on lodgepole pine and Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga 

menziesii (Mirb.) Franco) samples. He sampled a large number of locations but took only a few 

samples (i.e. cores, wedges, and cross-sections) per sampling location (< 10 trees per site). The 

objective of the sampling strategy was to maximize the temporal completeness and length such 

that a complete inventory of fire events that occurred within the plot was captured. The fire 

history collection was originally stored at the University of Alberta, where Tande completed this 

study, and sent to the University of Guelph in 2013 for analysis (Peter Murphy, pers. comm. 

2013). 

  These samples were collected in the 1970s and were dated by counting rings without 

crossdating. As such, the fire record, especially the fire dates, may be misdated due to the 

presence of false or missing rings in the tree-ring pattern (Madany et al. 1982). As well, growth 

patterns and fire events determined from non-crossdated chronologies cannot be synchronized 

among sites. Of these previously-collected fire-scar samples, 170 were re-sanded, scanned, and 

measured at high resolution in WinDENDRO (Regent Instruments Inc. 2008a). Tree rings were 

visually and statistically crossdated to achieve high resolution and accuracy (Grissino-Mayer 

2001a).  

 Exact calendar years of fire activity were determined for each fire scar. Individual fire 

events were defined as at least one fire scar on any sample across all sites. These fire dates were 

used to establish a fire history chronology for each sample and combined to form a composite 

chronology for each site (n = 52). We are confident that composites of fire-scar records from 
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groups of trees at these spatial scales (site level) are relatively complete. We base this 

interpretation on the replication (or synchronization) of fire dates among many widely dispersed 

sites which is evident in our master fire chart.  

We included fire data from 93 samples from an additional 73 sites that were not 

geolocated. From Tande's original sampling strategy, there is no reason to believe that these sites 

represent replicates (i.e. from the same site) or that these sites would be sampled at any different 

intensity. These supplemental data resulted in another 125 fire scars (of which 70 % were 

denoted with season) but overall, fire metrics between geolocated and non-geolocated sites were 

not statistically different (p = 0.534). 

 Fire-Extent and Fire Behaviour. Individual fire behaviour and the spatial extent of all fire 

events were mapped and the burn area was characterized. We assume because the topography 

and fuels were more-or-less continuous between collection sites, fire spread between sites was 

possible although fire spread across the Athabasca River may not have been possible or unlikely 

because major barriers, natural fire breaks, and large of distances (i.e. up to 40 km). We tallied 

the number of sites at which individual fires occurred. To better understand the behaviour of 

large fires, the spatial extent and fire perimeter, including remnant patches, of the five largest 

fires (recorded at 10 or more sites) were mapped.  

Fire-Seasonality. The season of fire-scar formation was identified by dating the position 

of scar tip occurrence within or between crossdated annual rings (McBride 1983). Scar position 

were assigned using a classification of six categories: early-earlywood (E), middle-earlywood 

(M), late-earlywood (L), latewood (A), dormant (D), and undetermined (U) (Caprio and 

Swetnam 1993; Swetnam and Baisan 1996). The undetermined (U) category was used to 

designate scars with too much decay, resin, or obstruction in the area of the scar for reliable 
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determination of intra-ring position. In fire season analysis, early- and middle-earlywood scars 

were denoted as early season fires and latewood or dormant were later season burns. This 

designation is appropriate for this landscape because fires would not occur naturally, right after 

spring because temperature and moisture conditions would not be conducive to fire activity. We 

base this assumption on the distribution of 20
th

 century lightning-induced fires such that few fires 

were ignited or burned over substantial areas before the cambial growth season (i.e. before early 

May). Following this reasoning, as a dating convention, we assigned calendar year dates of 

dormant season scars to the year of formation of the adjacent latewood cells. These seasonal 

information and fire dates were used to establish a fire history chronology for individual 

composite chronology each site (n = 52).  

A change in the relative proportion of seasonality of fire scar and timing of fire burning 

could suggest a switch in the cause of ignition and type of fire, natural lightning or human 

induced. To test the hypothesis that fire regimes have changed through time, we compared the 

relative proportions of scar positions corresponding to the pre-settlement/settlement (human 

influences, pre-1913 period) and fire-exclusion eras (more natural, post-1913 period). A chi-

square goodness of fit test was used to test of there was a significant change in fire-seasonality 

over time (α = 0.05). Additionally, we test if the spatial extent of fires were different during these 

periods. We hypothesize that fire events before 1913, presumably without effective fire control, 

would be larger. We compared the relative proportion of the landscape burned (percentage (%) 

of sites burned) for all fire events using a one-tailed Mann-Whitney U-test.  

Fire-Frequency. Historical fire frequency intervals were described for each of the sites, 

spanning the entire length of the reconstructed chronology. Since we were interested in 

comparing fire frequency and fire interval distributions within and between sites, we chose to 
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compare the Mean Fire Return Interval (MFRI) (i.e. number of years between successive fire 

scars) derived for each composite site chronology, regardless of length. This MFRI statistic was 

used to characterize fire frequency across different spatial (e.g. sites) and temporal (e.g. eras) 

scales to quantify the variability in the fire regime.  

 Fire-Topography. To understand landscape controls on wildfire, fire dynamics were 

reconstructed for each of the 52 sites as well as, compared across sites. Geospatial 

characterizations were conducted in ArcGIS (ESRI Desktop 10.1) to determine the role of local 

physical bottom-up controls. Specifically, we used Mann-Whitney U-tests to compare fire 

frequency (e.g. MFRI) across different environmental gradients. We test if fire activity in the 

region was controlled by the presence of the Athabasca River valley by comparing fire frequency 

on sites located on either side (i.e. West or East) of the river. We also test if fire frequency was 

controlled by differences in elevation such that we compared sites located at low (≤ 1200 m) and 

high elevation (> 1200 m). In addition to site differences in elevation, each site had varying 

degree of slope angles. We test if flat sloped sites (≤ 10 degrees) had different MFRIs than steep 

angled sites (> 10 degrees). Lastly, we categorized sites as warm or cool by their dominant slope 

aspects. Sites with south and west facing slopes were classified as warm aspects whereas north 

and east sites were classified as cool aspects. We hypothesize that the differences in aspect and 

thus, moisture availability would control fire activity. 

Fire-Climate Variability 

We assessed non-localized, climate-driven fires by examining only large widespread fire events. 

We developed a list of fires (n = 18) that were considered to be widespread on the criteria that 

the fire occurred at a minimum of 10 % of the study sites (i.e. fires recorded at five or more 

sites).  
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 Climate-related indices were chosen to compare the climate of fire years to both mean 

climatic conditions and to the antecedent conditions during years preceding fire events. Since 

instrumental climate records are relatively short, studies of historical fire-climate relationships 

frequently rely on climate reconstructions based on proxies such as tree rings. The Palmer 

Drought Severity Index (PDSI) has been used a proxy record of soil moisture that integrates the 

effects of temperature and precipitation on fine fuel abundance and moisture (Cook et al. 2004). 

However given that the Jasper region has a distinct regional climate, a local tree-ring 

reconstruction of moisture conditions is probably more appropriate than the large-scale gridded 

reconstructions that have traditionally been used. We used 81 Douglas-fir samples collected from 

JNP (e.g. near Pyramid and Patricia Lakes) to create a local drought index time-series that was 

correlated with growing season drought (i.e. precipitation, maximum temperature, and heat-

moisture index) (Ferguson and Parker 1965; Watson and Luckman 2001; Chavardès 2014). 

 Teleconnections often interact and influence fire activity through controlling large-scale 

temperature and precipitation patterns. Dry conditions are conducive to fire in western North 

America have been associated with changes in sea-surface temperatures in the Pacific Ocean 

through ENSO and PDO variations (Schoennagel et al. 2005). These regional expressions of 

climate, especially widespread regional drought, have been associated with change in sea-surface 

temperatures in the Pacific Ocean through ENSO and PDO (Schoennagel et al. 2005). Tree-ring 

reconstructions of the warm (positive) and cool (negative) phases of ENSO (NINO 3 region; 

Cook 2000; D’Arrigo et al. 2005) and PDO (Gedalof and Smith 2001) were used to characterize 

the strength and timing of low-frequency processes. 

Within the FHX2 environment (version 3.2: Grissino-Mayer 2001b), the Superposed 

Epoch Analysis (SEA) program was used to assess the short-term direct and lagged relationships 
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of fire occurrence with annual values of the climatic indices such as drought and large-scale 

atmospheric processes (Swetnam and Betancourt 1990). We analyzed the relationship between 

past fire events and climate within a six-year temporal window (fire year, four years prior, and 

two years after) (Swetnam 1993). Specifically, we tested whether mean values of climate indices 

were significantly different before, during, and after years of widespread fire using 95 % 

confidence intervals determined from 1000 bootstrapped Monte Carlo simulations (Grissino-

Mayer 2001b). We also investigated whether interactions between the phases of ENSO and PDO 

were associated with amplifying (in-phase) or dampening (out-of-phase) wildfire activity 

(Schoennagel et al. 2005). Specifically, for each of the possible two-way combinations (i.e. 

±ENSO and ±PDO), we assessed whether the frequency of widespread fires differed 

significantly from the frequency expected by chance, using a chi-square goodness of fit test 

(α=0.05).  
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RESULTS 

Fire History (Fire Synchrony, Frequency, and Seasonality) 

We crossdated 377 fire scars on 170 samples from 52 fire history sites in JNP. 77 unique fire 

events and 18 regional fire events were identified between 1733 and 1974 (Fig. 2). There was 

some synchrony in fire events across study sites, although, most fires were local and occurred at 

only one site (Fig. 3). Wildfire activity virtually ceased in the study area after the 1950s. Across 

the entire study site, the MFRI for the 52 sites was 15.6 years (range 4.9 to 52.5 years). Fire-

history statistics indicate that the study sites were relatively dissimilar in terms of the frequency 

of widespread fires. 

 There was no clear spatial relationship between fire occurrence and various tested 

environmental variables (Fig. 4). Cooler aspects had longer MFRIs compared to warmer aspects, 

16.68 and 14.32, respectively but there was no statistical significance in the difference of fire 

frequency between cool and warm aspects (Fig. 4a: p = 0.263). Fires are predicted to occur most 

frequently on middle elevations but there was no difference in fire frequency between high and 

low elevation sites (Fig. 4b: p = 0.766). Fires are also predicted to be more frequent on relatively 

steep slopes but again, there was no difference in fire frequency between these two groups (Fig. 

4c: p = 0.3199). Lastly, fires were not restricted from crossing the Athabasca River, a natural fire 

break. There was no difference in the fire frequency between sites located on the West and East 

side of Athabasca River valley (p= 0.070). 

 The intra-ring positions of about 25 % percent of scars could not be determined due to the 

presence of excessive decay, resin, or extremely suppressed ring growth in the area close to the 

fire scars. The intra-ring positions of fire scars occurred most frequently in the early portion of 

the growth ring (Fig. 5). Fires that occurred earlier in the season (i.e. 64 % percent of fire scars 
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classified as early-earlywood or middle-earlywood) were more common than those that occurred 

later in the season (i.e. 36 % percent of fire scars classified as late-earlywood or latewood or 

dormant). There was shift in seasonality between pre- and post-1913 periods (Fig. 5). Before 

1913, most fires burned in the early season but after 1913, there was a significant shift towards 

later season fires (Χ
2 

(df = 2, N = 209) = 41.424, p < 0.05). As well, the fire sizes between these 

two periods were different. Fires occurring between 1790 and 1913 were larger than fires 

occurring between 1914 and 1969 (p = 0.001). 

 There were five large fires, occurring at 20 % (i.e. 10 or more sites) sites in 1847, 1889, 

1890, 1899, and 1907. Assuming that fire spread between sites was possible, the spatial 

distribution of the fire scars within the large fires indicates that fires were patchy such that some 

sites inside the presumed fire perimeter were skipped and not burned during the event (Fig. 6). 

For example, the 1847 fire occurred at 11 of 14 recording sites but three sites did not record the 

event even though surrounding sites show evidence of the fire (Fig. 6a). Similarly, the 1889 fire 

was also spatially extensive burning all but three of 41 recording sites (Fig. 6b). Furthermore, the 

1890 fire burned only cluster of sites (Fig. 6c). The 1890 fire occurred on sites on both sides of 

the valley, although the fire seemed to be spatially restricted in the southern portion of the Park 

on the southern sites even though many northern sites were able to record. 
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Fig. 2. Fire history. (a) site-level composite chronologies (black lines) of all fire events (black 

diamonds) and (b) regional-level composite chronology (black bars) of only major fire events 

(fires recorded across more than 10% sites). 
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Fig. 3. Sites recording fire event (gray bars) and sample depth (black line). 
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Fig. 4a. Fire-Aspect. Site-level fire frequency (Mean Fire Return Interval (MFRI)) on warm 

(south and west facing slopes; filled circles) and cool (north and west facing slopes; hollow 

circles) sites. 
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 Fig. 4b. Fire-Elevation. Site-level fire frequency (Mean Fire Return Interval (MFRI)) on low 

elevation (sites located between 1011-1200 m; hollow circles) and high elevation (sites located 

between 1201-1400 m; filled circles) sites 
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Fig. 4c. Fire-Slope. Site-level fire frequency (Mean Fire Return Interval (MFRI)) on relatively 

flat sloped (≤ 10 degrees; hollow circles) and steep sloped (> 10 degrees; filled circles) sites 
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Fig. 5. Fire seasonality and intra-ring fire-scar position (Earlywood, Latewood, and Dormant) 

between pre-1913 (black bars) and post-1913 (gray bars) periods. 
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Fig. 6a. Fire behaviour 1847. Spatial extent of burned patches (closed circles) and remnant 

unburned patches (open circles). 
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Fig. 6b. Fire behaviour 1889. Spatial extent of burned patches (closed circles) and remnant 

unburned patches (open circles). 
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Fig. 6c. Fire behaviour 1890. Spatial extent of burned patches (closed circles) and remnant 

unburned patches (open circles). 
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Fire-Climate Relationships (Interannual, Interdecadal, and Phase Interactions) 

We found complex relationships between fire events and climate drivers. Fire years were 

preceded by one or more years of above-average moisture availability but overall, fires were not 

strongly preconditioned by climate (Fig. 7). Fires were significantly associated with warm years 

of the positive PDO but fire occurrence was not significantly associated with dry climate-

conditions. Overall, there are weak fire-climate relationships when considering all fire events (n 

= 77).  

 The strength of fire-climate associations was strongest with widespread fires. Indeed, 

significant fire-climate associations were only found for the widespread major fires, with the 

exception of PDO (n = 18). Widespread fires were significantly associated with positive phases 

of ENSO and PDO. PDO was positive in the years prior to fire event whereas, ENSO was more 

variable. The associations between the combinations of phases of ENSO and PDO were not a 

statistically significant (Χ
2
 (df = 1, N = 18) = 0.05, p = 0.8139), although fires did occur most 

frequently during the positive ENSO with positive PDO phase pair (Fig. 8). Fires occurred less 

frequently during interactions of positive ENSO and PDO than we would expect due to chance 

alone but this combination occurred more frequently than any other combination. 
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Fig. 7. Fire-climate. Superposed Epoch Analysis 95% confidence (broken line) illustrating 

departures from the mean of reconstructed climate indices (a) drought (Chavardès 2014), (b) the 

El Niño-Southern Oscillation (Cook 2000; D’Arrigo et al. 2005), and (c) the Pacific Decadal 

Oscillation (Gedalof and Smith 2001) for years before (t=-1 to -4), during (t=0), and after (t=+1 

to +2) for all fires and widespread (10% sites scarred) fire. 
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Fig. 8. Observed (black bars) and expected (gray bars) relative proportion (frequency) of 

widespread fire occurrence in each two-way combination of the El Niño-Southern Oscillation 

(Cook 2000; D’Arrigo et al. 2005), and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (Gedalof and Smith 

2001). 
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DISCUSSION 

Fire occurrences are determined by a variety of ignition sources as well as the interactions 

between topography, fuels, and climate. The relative importance of these factors has changed 

over the past several decades to centuries. Our findings indicate the historical wildfire regime for 

the study area was characterized by high-frequency, low-severity surface fires although, 

evidence was also found for a mixed-severity fire regime (i.e. large fires with unburned remnant 

patches). We did not collect age-structure data and therefore, the possibility of past occurrences 

of moderate to high-severity wildfires in the study area cannot be eliminated, and have been 

found in the immediate region (Chavardès 2014). Qualitatively, we can provide some 

explanation for sites that were unburned. For example, during the 1847 fire, cool aspects and 

high elevation was the most commonly shared topographic characteristic of unburned sites. 

 Human ignitions have changed substantively over time. Written, oral, and archaeological 

records documented historic First Nation use of fire (within Jasper) ending in the early 20
th

 

century (e.g. 1913 fire ban and subsequent suppression era) (Tande 1979). There was frequent 

fire activity until the 1950s and after this time, wildfire activity virtually ceased. This disruption 

of the surface fire regime corresponds to the period of active fire suppression and the increase in 

human tourism. It also coincides with the prevalence of Smokey Bear (as well as his lesser-

known Alberta counterpart, Bertie Beaver) and technological advances in fire suppression 

techniques. With this change, there also have been changes in timing of fire burning as seen with 

changes in intra-ring fire-scar position and inferred seasonality. The shift of early season scars to 

late and dormant season scars is consistent with data showing that July and August are the 

months in which burn area index are highest (Collins et al. 2006). 
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 Most fire events had small spatial extents and were highly localized. This is consistent 

with the knowledge that landscapes with complex topography are often documented as driven by 

bottom-up controls probably due to differing microclimate conditions governing drought such as 

differences in insolation and fuel conditions (Veblen et al. 2000; Heyerdahl et al. 2001). Fire 

frequencies were highly variable across sites but these did not correspond to any of the 

environmental variables tested, micro-topographical features such as elevation, aspect, and slope 

gradient. This result is consistent with similar studies (e.g. Heyerdahl et al. 2001) such that fire 

frequency did not generally vary with aspect or other topographic properties. 

 Overall, the findings presented in this study show that small wildfires can occur under a 

wide range of climatic conditions, although on average they tend to occur during drier-than-

average years. Some fires were highly synchronous among all or most sites. The synchrony of 

fires across study sites supports the importance of climate as a top-down driver of large wildfires 

in the study area because no other known factor could cause such broad-scale temporal and 

spatial patterns (Heyerdahl et al. 2008). This suggests that during certain years (i.e. regional fire 

event year) multiple fires and/or large fires tended to ignite and spread across the landscape 

independently (more-or-less) of topographical or vegetation differences. Although, the 

mechanism behind the regional synchrony in the wildfire record is not clear from the tree-ring 

record as it is unknown whether fires ignited independently at separate recording sites, or ignited 

at one or more locations and then spread into multiple additional sites.  Extrapolating from recent 

fires in JNP is likely the latter explanation, as large, mixed-severity burns have occurred under a 

range of weather conditions (e.g. the 2003 Syncline Ridge fire at Rocky River).   

Our study identified significant interannual relationships between widespread fire 

occurrence and regional to broad-scale climate anomalies. Widespread fires tended to occur in 
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dry years that were preceded by one or two wetter years (Grissino-Mayer and Swetnam 2000; 

Sibold and Veblen 2006; Sherriff and Veblen 2008). The finding that antecedent wet conditions 

followed by drought suggests that the fire regime is at least partially fuel limited and the 

production of fine fuels (e.g. grasses, forbs, and shrubs) is a necessary precondition to fire 

spread. The role of both wet and dry years in synchronizing regional fire activity is illustrated in 

the superposed epoch analyses. Wet conditions in the preceding one to four years, combined with 

dry conditions during the fire year, for example, was important to the occurrence of large 

regional fire events. This pattern was most likely due to the effect of wet conditions on 

production of fine fuels, especially grasses.  

 Historic fires burned during significant drought years; however, the relationships with 

global circulation anomalies were less clear. Fire activity was more strongly associated (i.e. 

synchronized) with warm phases of the PDO than with positive ENSO phases (i.e. El Niño 

events). Overall, our results suggest the impact of ENSO on fire activity varies spatially 

(Schoennagel et al. 2005) and temporally as ENSO operates in combination with other climatic 

oscillation (Sibold and Veblen 2006).  The influences of ENSO vary with latitude and affect fire 

regimes differently depending on location (D’Arrigo et al. 2005). In western Canada, El Niño 

phases are associated with shallow snow packs, longer growing and fire seasons, and warmer 

temperatures (Hessl et al. 2004). The 52 study sites are located in the lower-elevation ecozone 

where snow pack variation may not have a significant influence on moisture conditions. 

Furthermore, the spatial range of ENSO is associated with sea-surface temperature anomalies in 

the equatorial Pacific, while PDO is associated with sea-surface temperature anomalies in the 

northern Pacific, and may affect regional climate more strongly (Schoennagel et al. 2005).  
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 The largest proportion of widespread fire activity occurred under positive phases of 

ENSO and PDO which are typically associated with warmer and drier than average winter 

conditions. Drought teleconnections are typically strongest when PDO and ENSO are 

constructive (in-phase) but our data suggest that at least based on the proxy records evaluated 

here, they have not been a strong driver of wildfire activity over recent centuries. Moreover, the 

effects of these teleconnections depend largely on latitude variation and phase expressions of 

ENSO and PDO, where PDO has been found to modulate ENSO activity (Gershunov and 

Barnett 1998). The modulating influence that PDO has on ENSO may have served to obscure 

any local fire ENSO relation. The interactions during specific phases are complex such that PDO 

may take precedence over ENSO activity in regulating local climate conditions.  

 By focusing on year-to-year changes in climate, SEA may not capture the effects of 

prolonged deviations in the mean state of these low frequency climate conditions (i.e. regime 

shifts). ENSO shifts on a cycle of approximately 2 to 7 years and PDO oscillates at periodicities 

of 40 to 60 years. Because these fluctuations are much longer in duration than the short window 

of analysis used in the SEA it may not be appropriate to capture the effects of these longer 

interannual and interdecadal cycles (Collins et al. 2006). There have been several PDO regime 

shifts over the length of this fire record, such as a positive phase that started in 1924 and a 

negative phase that started in 1947. These shifts may partially explain the increase and decrease 

in fire activity associated during these time periods, respectively. For example, fire activity was 

still consistently occurring on the landscape after the fire ban in 1913. This is especially true of 

the frequent fire events during the 1940s which may be due to the strongly positive PDO 

conditions that occurred prior to the regime-shift in 1947. The climate was favourable for 
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increased fire activity and this may also explain why fires were not immediately "excluded" from 

the landscape despite the 1913 fire ban. 

 In relation to climate change projections, the relationship between fire activity and 

climate variability may not remain stationary. Climate anomalies have changing frequencies and 

spatial extents. Johnson and Larsen (1991) suggest climate has been cooler and wetter since the 

end of the Little Ice Age such that El Niño and PDO induced short-term droughts might have not 

been important in the past and only have been more important to fire activity recently. Moreover, 

Fauria and Johnson (2008) suggest that JNP is located at the boundary between different PDO 

phase influences and thus, the relationship between regional wildfire occurrence and low 

frequency climate conditions may be non-stationary in time or space.   
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CONCLUSIONS 

This study identifies patterns of historic fire activity. It provides evidence that both bottom-up 

(topography) and top-down controls (humans and climate variability) significantly regulate fire 

activity. Fire activity was related to both cultural history and past climate, although high site-to-

site variability across the 52 plots demonstrates that the relative importance of these controls 

vary over short distances. Our fire scar chronologies show that small fires can occur under any 

climatic condition but widespread fires only occur during years of persistent drought (and 

moisture stress). Specifically regionally significant fire years showed a strong relationship with 

drought, which may be associated with the warm phases of ENSO as well as PDO, although 

these climatic influences on the fire regimes and forests are probably superimposed upon the 

spatial influences of topography. Historically, fires burned during a wide range of climatic 

conditions including relatively cool years. Fires may occur on any given year and fire activity is 

limited by ignition sources or other factors besides top-down controls. The timing of fires and 

their strong immediate relationship with drought highlights the need for effective forecasts of 

sub-annual weather conditions. These results may be useful for informing Park management, as 

JNP along with other Canadian Rocky Mountain Parks are currently reintroducing a natural 

cycle of fire to the ecosystems. The fire regime is highly heterogeneous across the JNP landscape 

suggesting that heterogeneous land management is necessary. Overall, to be consistent with 

historic patterns, evidence suggests that a larger variety of "mixed" options is warranted 

(Amoroso et al. 2011). Large-scale restoration and mitigation efforts are scheduled to promote a 

frequent, low-severity wildfire regime which approximates the past frequent surface fire regime 

and is generally consistent with our findings.  
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CHAPTER 3: CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY 

 

This thesis summarized a comprehensive study on the wildfire history in the montane forests 

around the Jasper townsite, Alberta, Canada. Wildfire dynamics were reconstructed and 

characterized over a 241-year (1733-1974) period. This investigation resulted in the 

understanding of the role of climatic variability and land-use change on wildfire dynamics to 

support risk and hazard assessments and to plan for future forest and wildfire management, such 

as future fire hazard mitigation, given climate change. In this chapter, I reflect and comment on 

the objectives outlined in Chapter 1 and completed in Chapter 2. 

 

1) Crossdate Tande's 1979 Fire History Reconstruction and Characterize Historical Wildfire 

Activity in Jasper National Park 

Wood characteristics as well as tree ring variations change in response to growing conditions. 

Tree-ring abnormalities such as locally absent, missing, or micro rings occur during non-ideal 

conditions such as successive years of persistent drought. In the crossdating process, I noted that 

there were also many instances of the production of false rings and traumatic resin ducts. This 

can be attributable to the physiological responses to non-ideal conditions such as freeze-thaw 

cycles during the growing season.  

By comparing fire dates generated by Tande (i.e. without crossdating) and this record 

(i.e. with crossdating), I evaluated the (in)accuracy of Tande's fire chronology. There were 

matches of 38 fire years between the records but there were also differences. For example, the 

crossdated chronology resulted in a fire event recorded almost every year from 1910-1930s but 

many fewer fires were reported in the Tande chronology.  
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 It is important to note that I did not use Tande's complete M.Sc. data set. I used a subset 

of 52 sites which I had geolocated, and for which I had site characteristic data and thorough field 

notes and thus, Tande's chronology was longer (310 vs. 241 years). As well, there were 93 

samples from an additional 73 sites that were not geolocated. These supplemental samples were 

used to discern if there were any fire dates not captured in the original data set. From Tande's 

original sampling strategy, there is no reason to believe that these sites represent replicates (i.e. 

from the same site) or that these sites would be sampled at any different intensity. And more 

importantly, the MFRI between geolocated and non-geolocated sites was not different (p = 

0.534) suggesting that the sites are directly comparable.  

 There are many different definitions of a fire event. In the manuscript, I focused on all 

fires and the largest fires classified according to either a local (one site) or regional fires (five or 

more sites). But if strictly considering a minimum of 10 % sites affected (and not just at least 

five sites recorded), then some fires from the early part of the record can be designated as a large 

"regional" fire: 1790, 1834, 1836, 1846, 1859, and 1869. During exploratory analysis, I also 

considered using a filer of at least two trees recording event per site, to ensure that the scar 

formed due to fire and not another disturbance type. The 24 events identified using this filter 

suggest that fires in the 1900s had important effects at the site-level.  

 Fires recorded by at least 10 % of recorder trees is another common filter to define fire 

events (Dieterich and Swetnam 1984). Therefore, the percentage of trees, instead of percentage 

of sites, scarred might better reflect the importance of fuel production. This is because the 

amount of tree scarring is probably a function of fire intensity. Since many of the sites are 

distantly located (by many kilometers), fire synchrony between sites might not be reflective of 
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the continuity of fuels and the spatial extent of fire. However, comparing the percentage of 

scarred trees would probably not be effective over such a large spatial area anyways. 

Only 75 % of all fire scars were able to be designated to a season, as 25 % of fire scars 

were difficult to designate to an accurate intra-ring position. The annual tree-ring phenology is 

distributed across along a seasonal gradient; earlywood is formed after spring melt, beginning in 

April and latewood is formed until the late fall, approximately in September (Luckman 1998). So 

we can use fire seasonality to track temporal fire regimes changes (between natural- and human-

influenced fires). But fire-seasonality data can also be used to track fire behaviour. By analysing 

the spatial and temporal patterns of single fire events, we can determine if fires were local single 

events that spread to other sites (and the space and time of origin) or fires were actually many 

individual fire ignition events. For example, it is likely that fires originated in the bottom-land 

and lower elevation, drier, and more fuel and possibly spread upslope to higher elevation sites, 

considering fire spread physics. It is also possible that some single tree fire dates were due to 

larger burns that only partially burned into the area. 

In this study, the Mean Fire Return Interval (MFRI) was used to understand the average 

fire frequency across sites. The MFRI were computed across the entire length of the record. 

Although, the time period was not the same was not the same for all sites such that there was a 

very small common period between all sites. As such the MRFI may still not be the best metric 

to understand fire frequency. The Weibull Median Probability Fire Interval (WMPFI) 

distribution may be more suitable. The disadvantage is that it is not possible, however, to 

evaluate the fire frequency (or fire interval) during the earliest portion of the record because 

there were too few specimens with fire scars from these times remaining on the landscape. 
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 It may be a better approach to analyze individual plots (and trees within sites) than 

combined samples from sites. In this way, exact environmental conditions, aspect, elevation, 

slope etc.) of each sample were related to the fire event. Current methods include the averaging 

of data between plots (approximately 10) for a site. This was deemed appropriate because I 

wanted to characterize general characteristics. These "sites" were chosen from aerial photographs 

to represent the same stand (and presumably similar fire history) so there is no reason to believe, 

it would be appropriate to distinguish specific plots within sites, as this may result in replicates. 

 There was some synchronization of fire dates with other studies (e.g. fire history and 

historical records). Compared to a fire history study conducted 15 km North of the townsite, 

many fire dates derived from fire-scar and cohort-establishment dates matched-up but some 

major differences also existed. Chavardès (2014) reported that there were no fires occurring after 

1915 whereas, this record provides evidence of not only local small fires but also large regional 

fires until the 1950s. In another, longer term study based on macroscopic charcoal and pollen 

grains (i.e. approximately 3500 years from Little Trefoil Lake near the townsite), Davis (2014) 

found that fires are not out of the historical range of variation. This study captured the large 1889 

fire but the other "smaller" fires were not recorded in her 3 m lake sediment core.  

 Oral History and Written Records. These historical documents may give some insights 

on the fire history of Jasper National Park (MacLaren et al. 2007). For example, the size, 

boundary, and administration of Jasper National Park have changed. These periodic changes may 

have important effects on fire control within the Park. The removal of First Nations from Jasper 

began in 1910 when Metis as well as Iroquois, Stoney, and Cree families were evicted from the 

landscape and thus their use of fire also ceased. Then in 1911, the Park shrunk in size and thus 

probably there was also influence of land management (e.g. fire exclusion and fire wardens). 
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Following adjustments from the ‘The Dominion Forest Reserves and Parks Act” in 1911, the 

Park was reduced to only 2 590 square kilometres, just 20 % of its original size. Also, from 1900 

to the 1930s, railway (i.e. Grand Trunk Pacific and Canadian Northern, now Canadian National 

Railways) and road building activity resulted in documented locomotive burning. In 1927, the 

Park expanded southwards perhaps capturing more of our study area. It could be interpreted that 

fires occurring in the southern portion of the Park prior to 1927 were not effectively suppressed. 

In the 1930s, personnel were diverted to War time jobs such that fire wardens whose job it was 

to suppress fires were probably not active during this time. Finally, there was a strong movement 

to take administrative control back in 1959. Presumably from this time, there has been effective 

fire control and is clearly reflected in the fire-scar record. 

 

2) Identify and Understand the Mechanisms for Variability in Wildfire Dynamics 

Climate. Climate is a driver of wildfire dynamics across large temporal and spatial scales as it 

controls fuel availability and fuel combustibility. A large body of fire climatology research has 

been conducted on fire weather relations (i.e. minutes to days and weeks) or longer time scale 

fire-climate variations (i.e. decadal-centennial timescales). Our research, however, shows that 

interannual fluctuation in moisture is a very important control on landscape and regional scale 

fire activity. Therefore, a more complete understanding of how climatic change affects fire 

regimes must also include fire-climate analyses at seasonal and annual time scales.  

 In addition to local climatic conditions, there are also large-scale climate teleconnections 

that influence the relative frequency of climatic factors that influence wildfire. To my knowledge 

and based on my research, there were no instrumental records of climate for the area (for the 

time period of interest, 1733-1974). We relied on proxy reconstructions to infer the relationships 
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between wildfire and climate. No precipitation records exist for Jasper as such, tree-ring data 

were needed to extend records of past drought. The summer (June-July-August) average Palmer 

Drought Severity Index (PDSI) has often been used a proxy record of moisture that integrates the 

effects of temperature and precipitation. Negative PDSI values indicate dry conditions, while 

positive values indicate wet conditions. Even though the available PDSI record was derived from 

regional tree-ring chronologies (Cook et al. 2004: grid point 53), I decided to use a more local 

tree-ring reconstruction of moisture conditions for Jasper National Park. A more local 

reconstruction would better represent climate conditions closer to my study site. 

 Generally, wildfire occurrences are weakly controlled by climate. It is our hypothesis that 

only large fires are driven mainly by climate, as climate controls regional expressions of drought. 

Consequently, regional fire years correspond to years with warm and dry climatic conditions. 

However, this depends on the definition of a fire event. Most fire-climate studies have been 

conducted in the American Southwest where there is a high-frequency low-severity fire regime, 

and a high frequency of potential recorder trees. In these studies, they typically consider a fire as 

having occurred if it is "recorded" on at least two trees at a site (Brown and Swetnam 1993; 

Swetnam 1993). Unfortunately, this method and fire event definition is inappropriate for my 

study because sample depth for each fire event is low and highly variable across my sites, 

suggesting that some real fires would be missed/not recorded in my chronology such that a fire 

may have only affected one tree in the site. 

 These analyses suggest that fires respond to a single year of drought in JNP. Therefore,  I 

did not test the relationship between fire occurrence and the Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation 

(AMO) because AMO has even longer phase cycles than ENSO or PDO (Gray et al. 2004). It is 

difficult to pick up multi-decadal climate signals using SEA as there is a relatively short window 
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of analysis (i.e. approximately 10 years). However, analyzing longer lag periods or using a larger 

preconditioning window to capture large scale variation may not be an effective measure for 

controlling wildfires. The effect of climate indices more than two years prior to fire event may be 

out of the scope of current fire-management planning (Collins et al. 2006). As well, there may be 

temporal autocorrelation present in climate data. It may be interesting to analyze fire events that 

occur during changes in sign of ENSO and PDO in the preconditioning window. This is because 

the switch in signs will result in changes to the availability and structure of vegetation and fuel. 

With projected warmer temperatures, wildfire activity is expected to not only increase in 

frequency but also increase in severity and size (McKenzie et al. 2004). Climate oscillations 

have changing frequencies and spatial extents that may further amplify or dampen these effects. 

For example, the PDO has a (variable) 40 to 60 year periodicity. It is probably currently in a cold 

phase which may potentially minimize the effects of regional climate warming on fire activity 

(Hare and Mantua 2000). Additionally since my record stops in the 1970s, it does not provide 

insights into the effects of the 1977 or 1989 PDO phase changes (MacDonald and Case 2005). 

This information would be useful to help interpret how warming and the PDO might interact to 

affect the fire regime. Lastly and maybe most importantly, there is generally poor agreement 

among PDO proxy records, especially prior to the 1850s (Gedalof et al. 2002). Kipfmueller et al. 

(2012) found that PDO reconstructions were highly variable and therefore, the choice of which 

reconstruction is used can significantly alter the results of PDO-wildfire analyses. 

 The strong relationship between drought and current year fire activity suggests that a 

single year of extreme drought is the only necessary precondition for regionally synchronous fire 

activity. It is important to note that not all extreme drought years produced regional synchronous 

fire activity as these events are possibility limited by other factors such as ignition sources and 
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wind conditions. While these results revealed a strong fire-drought relationship, fires occurred 

even in the absence of warm conditions during the year of fire or the 4-year preconditioning 

window. 

 Landscape. The role of topography in controlling fire regime patterns is fairly well 

understood at fine spatial scales, but not at broad scales. Most fires were driven largely by local 

site conditions; and by considering such a large area (435 km
2 

study area), there may be different 

expressions of the regional climate drivers. For example, the PDO transition dipole zone is 

located in JNP, so a response of fire activity to a negative or positive PDO phase can shift across 

this line (Fauria and Johnson 2008). Overall, the relationship between regional wildfire 

occurrence and low frequency climate conditions may be non-stationary in time or space.  

 It is difficult to determine if identified fire events occurring at multiple sites was a single 

large fire or multiple individual plot fires. Edward Wilson Moberly, a First Nations individual 

who was evicted from Jasper, suggests that individual spring burns could occur independently 

across multiple sites (MacLaren et al. 2007); however, our assumption is that a fire event 

occurring in the same year is a single large widespread fire. To understand the effect of natural 

fire breaks on controlling fire activity, and specifically to see if fires were restricted from 

crossing the Athabasca River, the spatial extent of each fire event was visually mapped. There 

was no clear (i.e. visual) relationship with fire activity and natural fire breaks. However, most 

large fires burned multiple aspects, and many burned on both sides of the river during the same 

time-of-year. Since there was no difference in fire frequency among sites located on the various 

tested topographic variables, it might be more appropriate to stratify sites multiple times. 

Moreover, when comparing sites located on the West or East side of the Athabasca River, it may 

be useful to also compare their not only location but also distance from the Athabasca River to 
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analyze the effects of fire breaks on fire activity. Also it is important to keep in mind that other 

rivers (as another potential natural fire break) may become a confounding factor. For example, 

other water bodies such as the Miette River in the west, Maligne River to the east, Astoria River 

to the south, and the Snaring River in the north may also control wildfire activity. 

 Fire-climate relationships also change with elevation due to variability in fuel 

accumulation and location (Sherriff and Veblen 2008), and lightning frequency (Gedalof 2011). 

Fires are predicted to occur most frequently on middle elevations because the availability of 

abundant fine fuel and the frequency of ignitions. The indirect elevational controls on fire 

regimes operate through the effects of elevation on the water balance and moisture conditions 

(Sherriff and Veblen 2008). The water balance affects plant species and community type 

distributions and productivity, which determines fuel types, arrangements, and amounts. The 

water balance also affects fuel condition (i.e. moisture content), which controls fire ignition 

probabilities, spread rates, and intensities. As well, elevation may impact fire activity due to its 

role in snow cover duration. In addition to moisture stress, elevation also affects the frequency of 

lighting ignition and human encroachment. Sites located at low elevation were probably the first 

to be settled, and were most likely to be subjected to First Nations’ use of fires for natural land 

clearing and maintenance. They were also the first to be occupied by Europeans, and due to 

railway construction. Comparatively, high elevation montane sites were the last to be settled, and 

it would have been the most difficult to implement fire suppression and control.  

 The study of historical fire frequency, extent, and severity across different environmental 

gradients will help characterize the controls on wildfire dynamics. The physics of fire spread 

suggests that updraft will bring the fire upslope. Additionally, other important topographic and 

site factors that add complexity to wildfire dynamics include soils including litter layer 
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(especially depth and types) (Agee 1993). As well, the fire spread index (i.e. ability of fire to 

spread) and other aspects of fire weather behaviour may change across the sites because wind 

direction is variable across the valley. However, our data are not adequate for testing all of these 

potential factors because our fire history collection does not include enough replicates of 

different slopes and there is a lack quantitative environmental measurement.  

 Anthropogenic. Tande separated his fire history into many different fire-history eras 

using evidence from written (and oral) records. The eras of interest were the Pre-Settlement 

Period (pre-1892), the Settlement Period (1892-1910), Railroad Period (1909-1912), and Fire 

Suppression Period (starting in 1913). As such, the study area is hypothesized to have effective 

fire control and there have been no major fires since 1913. However, my fire record suggests that 

fire exclusion from the landscape was more widespread starting the 1950s when Smokey Bear 

(and Alberta's Bertie Beaver) was popularized (Johnson et al. 2001). After the 1950s, the fire 

record show that fire occurrence, size, and frequency decreased across the landscape over time. 

We clearly saw that fire occurrence decreased across the landscape over time but it is still 

unknown if this negative temporal trend of fire occurrence coincided with cooling of the Little 

Ice Age or active land management and fire suppression. 

 

3) Inform Land Management Practices 

This investigation resulted in the understanding of the role of climate variability and land-use 

change on wildfire dynamics in Jasper National Park. This information of historical fire 

frequency, extent, and severity across different gradients of landscapes is important to Park 

managers because of influencing prescribed burning protocol. Overall, our results show that 

historic fire activity responds to both interannual to multi-decadal climatic variability. However, 
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contextualizing these findings regarding historical climate-wildfire relationships in the face of 

ongoing climate and land-use change is challenging.  

 Fire regimes and ecosystems can fluctuate very rapidly and at very broad scales in 

response to climatic cycles. This research provides evidence that regionally extensive fire years 

have been characteristic of these landscapes. There is a strong relationship between regionally 

synchronous fire years and extreme droughts during this time (e.g. 1733-1974). Overall, the 

drought-fire correlation is not particularly surprising but I think these results are important when 

considering the degree of detail and accuracy. In particular, the lagging relationship between 

regional fire years and prior-year wet conditions coupled with current-year drought. However, in 

recent years, a number of large, relatively high-severity fires have occurred in forests during 

periods of prolonged drought without antecedent moisture conditions.  

 Recommendations. Historical fire dynamics may not be analogous or even applicable to 

present day or future conditions such that successional trajectories and fuel structures may now 

be outside of the historical range of variability. Given the fire drought relationship identified, the 

forecasted increase in drought from climatic warming and the current state of the landscape, 

there is undoubtedly at high risk for severe stand replacing fire activity that poses a threat to 

humans in the wildland-urban interface. Changes in forest and fuels structures during the 20
th

 

century due to fire suppression could mean that regionally synchronized high intensity fires 

could become more common.  

 Although historically these systems were relatively (or at least partially) fuel-limited, a 

long legacy of anthropogenic disturbances including livestock grazing, fire suppression, and 

timber extraction have led to forest conditions now characterized by more fuel to burn. 

Currently, the mature (and undisturbed by fire activity) stands of lodgepole pine increase the fuel 
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load which may potentially lead to more severe fires. The mature (and undisturbed by fire 

activity) stands of lodgepole pine result in the proliferation of the mountain pine beetle 

(Dendroctonus ponderosae Hopkins) which are leading to the increase in the number of snags 

for fuelling more severe fires (Campbell et al. 2007). As well, Rhuemtella (1999) found that 

species composition has changed towards fire intolerant Picea spp., spruce forests in JNP and the 

reintroduction of fire may not have the desired ecological effect (e.g. changes wildlife (i.e. 

Rangifer tarandus L., caribou) habitat and reproductive area).  

 Overall, this thesis summarized a comprehensive study on the fire history in the montane 

forests around Jasper townsite, Alberta, Canada. This investigation resulted in the understanding 

of the role of climate variability and land-use change on wildfire dynamics. Such knowledge is 

needed to support risk and hazard assessments and to plan for future forest and wildfire 

management. Fire history studies provide a knowledge base but their applications to forest 

management must also carefully consider the uncertainty of the effects of future climate change 

on fire activity. Environmental changes will cause direct alterations to both vegetation and fire 

likelihood. These two factors are not independent of each other, as changes in one will affect the 

other. The implementation of any management plan must consider that these conditions are 

constantly changing. Ecologically, it may be important to see how fire affects tree growth (e.g. 

release and suppression in tree-ring patterns) and the ecology of the landscape. Also, because 

JNP is a tourist attraction as well as a transportation corridor, human values are also important 

considerations when managing the landscape and natural-human interface with protocols such as 

prescribed burning.  
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APPENDICES 

 

A 1. Detailed Study Area Map 
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A 2. Site Description Table (1-52 original sites) 
Site 

No. Site Name Northing Easting Longitude Latitude 

Athabasca 

River 

Inner 

Date 

Outer 

Date Age 

Sample 

Depth MFRI Aspect 

Elevation 

(m) 

Slope 

Angle 

1 Henry House 427329 5872360 -118.083 52.996 W 1888 1974 86 2 32 SE 1034 2.6 

2 Fish Hatchery Forest 431454 5863490 -118.019 52.917 E 1738 1974 236 2 9 NW 1085 4.6 

3 Signal Road, West 432807 5860010 -117.999 52.886 E 1740 1974 234 3 13.6 N 1278 15.4 

4 Astoria Stand 430771 5848350 -118.026 52.781 W 1769 1973 204 2 8.5 NE 1171 4.6 

5 Tekarra Creek 429511 5858350 -118.047 52.870 E 1824 1974 150 2 18.8 SW 1011 7.7 

6 Palisade East 427140 5872200 -118.086 52.994 W 1774 1974 200 4 40 SW 1159 5.6 

7 Portal Creek 429052 5848690 -118.052 52.783 W 1733 1974 241 5 4.9 NE 1317 11.1 

8 Five Lakes, North 430596 5853120 -118.030 52.823 E 1739 1974 235 2 10.2 NW 1103 2.8 

9 Signal Mountain 432152 5862610 -118.009 52.909 E 1753 1974 221 2 16.7 NW 1217 14.9 

10 Wabasso Lake 432027 5851090 -118.008 52.805 E 1735 1974 239 6 5.2 N 1165 5.7 

11 Whistlers, North 427028 5857400 -118.084 52.861 W 1901 1974 73 1 0 NW 1082 11.8 

12 Wabasso, East 434649 5849660 -117.969 52.793 E 1839 1974 135 2 14 N 1200 9.9 

13 Five Lakes, East 431656 5852640 -118.014 52.819 E 1785 1974 189 2 12.5 NW 1207 5.2 

14 Ft. Point, East 429834 5858720 -118.043 52.874 E 1831 1974 143 2 6 SW 1304 15.9 

15 Tekarra Creek, East 430337 5855990 -118.034 52.849 E 1853 1974 121 1 0 SE 1241 4 

16 Athabee South 430243 5852070 -118.035 52.814 E 1820 1974 154 3 7.2 SE 1095 3.9 

17 Wapiti 429449 5846360 -118.046 52.763 W 1852 1974 122 1 0 NW 1161 2.3 

18 2-Valley Creek 436816 5862120 -117.939 52.905 E 1868 1974 106 3 11 SW 1270 8 

19 Maligne Canyon 432886 5864360 -117.998 52.925 E 1773 1973 200 8 11 S 1243 12.4 

20 Patricia Lake 426754 5861550 -118.089 52.899 W 1837 1974 137 2 14.3 

 

1199 3.1 

21 Palisade, West 428053 5869690 -118.071 52.972 W 1851 1974 123 3 29 NE 1128 3.7 

22 Edith Lake 430459 5864460 -118.034 52.925 E 1872 1974 102 5 5.2 SE 1047 1.3 

23 Potholes 425926 5873340 -118.104 53.004 W 1801 1974 173 3 10 N 1040 1.9 

24 Caledonia Lake 423058 5858300 -118.143 52.869 W 1793 1974 181 10 6.8 S 1302 7 

25 Training School 428480 5868290 -118.065 52.959 W 1877 1974 97 5 9.2 N 1057 8.6 

26 Palisade South 428907 5864330 -118.058 52.924 W 1825 1974 149 3 11.6 N 1030 9.1 

27 Lac Beauvert 428524 5859910 -118.062 52.884 E 1854 1974 120 3 18 NW 1056 3.3 

28 Annette Lake 431096 5863280 -118.025 52.915 E 1804 1974 170 4 11.8 W 1063 3.1 
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Site 

No. Site Name Northing Easting Longitude Latitude 

Athabasca 

River 

Inner 

Date 

Outer 

Date Age 

Sample 

Depth MFRI Aspect 

Elevation 

(m) 

Slope 

Angle 

29 Mina Lake 425453 5859590 -118.108 52.881 W 1848 1973 125 6 9 NE 1239 13.2 

30 Pyramid Lake, North 426941 5867690 -118.088 52.954 W 1881 1973 92 1 6.5 S 1294 16 

31 Minaga Creek 415494 5859940 -118.256 52.883 W 1790 1974 184 2 18 E 1305 12.5 

32 Palisade North 427333 5867720 -118.082 52.954 W 1812 1974 162 1 0 SE 1281 16.5 

33 Hibernia Lake 420480 5860720 -118.182 52.890 W 1788 1974 186 3 22.2 E 1297 10.4 

34 Banff Highway 428061 5853930 -118.068 52.830 W 1806 1973 167 2 28.3 NE 1149 13.4 

35 Yellowhead 415984 5858010 -118.248 52.865 W 1810 1974 164 4 12.5 N 1151 27 

36 Horsepasture 432167 5866350 -118.009 52.943 E 1794 1974 180 5 14.1 W 1183 9.8 

37 Rathlin Lake 421228 5858450 -118.170 52.870 W 1742 1974 232 9 14.6 S 1249 5.3 

38 Garome Creek 431691 5868340 -118.017 52.960 E 1770 1974 204 5 9.4 SW 1176 19.9 

39 Marjorie Lake 425659 5858350 -118.104 52.870 W 1855 1974 119 4 6.2 N 1131 8.8 

40 Saturday Nite Lake 420826 5861330 -118.177 52.896 W 1786 1974 188 5 12.2 SE 1450 14.2 

41 Miette River 418579 5857750 -118.209 52.863 W 1772 1974 202 1 49 N 1055 2.6 

42 Cemetery Ridge 428492 5862760 -118.063 52.910 W 1860 1974 114 2 15 W 1112 7.8 

43 Riley Lake 424964 5861760 -118.116 52.900 W 1786 1974 188 2 29 N 1304 7.9 

44 Morro Creek 428690 5874900 -118.063 53.019 E 1831 1973 142 3 12.3 W 1181 11.9 

45 Cabin Lake 423836 5860170 -118.132 52.886 W 1786 1974 188 9 14.6 
 

1315 14.6 

46 Katrine Lake 427073 5864080 -118.085 52.921 W 1803 1974 171 2 42 N 1236 16.5 

47 Pyramid Lake, West 423976 5863100 -118.131 52.912 W 1783 1974 191 3 17.3 E 1378 15.7 

48 
Pyramid Horse 
Stable 427217 5862470 -118.082 52.907 W 1791 1973 182 1 52.5 SE 1203 4 

49 Jasper 427431 5860550 -118.079 52.890 W 1847 1974 127 3 23 NE 1152 7.9 

50 Marmot 428449 5850980 -118.061 52.804 W 1790 1967 177 1 43 NE 1154 9.3 

51 Maligne 436847 5861590 -117.939 52.900 E 1780 1974 194 2 28.5 NW 1313 13.4 

52 Snaring 424307 5874660 -118.128 53.016 W 1846 1974 128 1 0 NE 1200 15 
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A 3. Site Fire History Table (1-52 original sites and 53-163 supplemental sites) 
Site

No. 

Inner

Date 

Outer

Date 

Sample 

Depth MFRI F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 F11 F12 F13 F14 F15 F16 F17 

1 1888 1974 2 32.0 1910d 1942d 
               

2 1738 1974 2 9.0 1889e 1899u 1907e 
              

3 1740 1974 3 13.6 1846u 1873e 1889l 1890e 1899u 1901e 1924d 1941u 
         

4 1769 1973 2 8.5 1890d 1899d 1907e 1908d 1915e 1936u 1941u 
          

5 1824 1974 2 18.8 1859l 1889e 1890e 1907e 1941d 1953e 
           

6 1774 1974 4 40.0 1889e 1907e 1969e 
              

7 1733 1974 5 4.9 1889e 1905e 1908e 1911d 1915e 1919d 1920d 1922d 1924d 1929d 1935d 1944d 1949d 1952d 1953d 1957d 
 

8 1739 1974 2 10.2 1890e 1894e 1907e 1914e 1918e 1941d 
           

9 1753 1974 2 16.7 1899u 1929e 1936d 1949d 
             

10 1735 1974 6 5.2 1884e 1889e 1890d 1905d 1906e 1907e 1914l 1922d 1929d 1936d 1939d 1941d 
     

11 1901 1974 1 0.0 1939d 
                

12 1839 1974 2 14.0 1890d 1899e 1915u 1932d 
             

13 1785 1974 2 12.5 1890e 1906e 1915e 
              

14 1831 1974 2 6.0 1889e 1899u 1904e 1907e 1910d 1919e 
           

15 1853 1974 1 0.0 1889l 
                

16 1820 1974 3 7.2 1890e 1906l 1907e 1914e 1921e 1926e 
           

17 1852 1974 1 0.0 1890e 
                

18 1868 1974 3 11.0 1889u 1902e 1922d 1927d 1934d 1944d 
           

19 1773 1973 8 11.0 1847e 1889e 1890e 1892e 1914e 1918e 1919l 1924e 
         

20 1837 1974 2 14.3 1857e 1884e 1889e 1899e 1902e 1915e 1921d 1957d 
         

21 1851 1974 3 29.0 1889e 1918d 
               

22 1872 1974 5 5.2 1884e 1897u 1908d 1909a 1913l 1915e 1914d 
          

23 1801 1974 3 10.0 1889m 1899u 
               

24 1793 1974 10 6.8 1858m 1876u 1889e 1901u 1906e 1915e 1928d 1937d 1942e 1944l 1952d 1954d 1956d 1959d 1964a 1965d 1967d 

25 1877 1974 5 9.2 1889e 1899u 1905e 1912u 1939E 1941e 1943d 1944e 
         

26 1825 1974 3 11.6 1884e 1889m 1907e 1908d 1918e 1942e 
           

27 1854 1974 3 18.0 1889e 1907e 
               

28 1804 1974 4 11.8 1847e 1884m 1886d 1889e 1905u 1906e 1914u 1936u 1941u 
        

29 1848 1973 6 9.0 1905l 1906e 1915e 1918e 1936u 1950e 
           

30 1881 1973 1 6.5 1889u 1899u 1902u 
              

31 1790 1974 2 18.0 1889e 1907e 
               

32 1812 1974 1 0.0 1889e 
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Site

No. 

Inner

Date 

Outer

Date 

Sample 

Depth MFRI F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 F11 F12 F13 F14 F15 F16 F17 

33 1788 1974 3 22.2 1790e 1859u 1869e 1889e 1899u 1907e 1923u 
          

34 1806 1973 2 28.3 1834e 1847u 1889e 1919e 
             

35 1810 1974 4 12.5 1846d 1847e 1850e 1904u 1912e 1918u 1921e 
          

36 1794 1974 5 14.1 1847e 1877e 1884u 1889e 1892e 1908e 1921e 1946d 
         

37 1742 1974 9 14.6 1847e 1861e 1889e 1890e 1899d 1906u 1912u 1949u 
         

38 1770 1974 5 9.4 1846e 1847e 1889e 1899u 1901u 1919e 1927u 1929u 1937d 1944u 1951u 1957u 1964u 1968u 
   

39 1855 1974 4 6.2 1889e 1902e 1906e 1908e 1914u 1922u 1926u 
          

40 1786 1974 5 12.2 1889e 1907u 1928u 1934u 1943u 1950u 
           

41 1772 1974 1 49.0 1889u 1938u 
               

42 1860 1974 2 15.0 1889e 1907e 1911u 1941d 1942d 1964d 1968D 
          

43 1786 1974 2 29.0 1889u 1918u 
               

44 1831 1973 3 12.3 1889u 1904l 1906e 1926u 
             

45 1786 1974 9 14.6 1863u 1889e 1902e 1907e 1910d 1936u 
           

46 1803 1974 2 42.0 1847u 1889e 
               

47 1783 1974 3 17.3 1847u 1864e 1889e 1905e 1908e 1942e 1962e 1968u 
         

48 1791 1973 1 52.5 1836u 1889u 1941u 
              

49 1847 1974 3 23.0 1869e 1889u 1907u 1927d 1961u 
            

50 1790 1967 1 43.0 1847e 1890u 
               

51 1780 1974 2 28.5 1847d 1889u 1904u 
              

52 1846 1974 1 0.0 1907e 
                

53 1808 1974 1 71 1818e 1889u 
               

54 1894 1974 1 0 1912e 
                

55 1805 1974 1 42 1847e 1889u 1908e 1917d 1934d 
            

56 1835 1974 2 13 1908e 1917d 1934d 
              

57 1791 1974 2 34 1847e 1884e 1915d 
              

58 1829 1974 1 0 1884e 
                

59 1805 1974 2 18.5 1847e 1863e 1884e 
              

60 1892 1974 1 0 1832e 
                

61 1841 1974 2 10 1899u 
                

62 1895 1974 1 7 1907d 1914d 
               

63 1864 1974 1 0 1908d 
                

65 1777 1974 2 9.3 1884u 1880e 1907e 1908e 
             

67 1872 1974 1 4 1903a 1907d 
               

68 1798 1974 1 0 1847e 
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Site

No. 

Inner

Date 

Outer

Date 

Sample 

Depth MFRI F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 F11 F12 F13 F14 F15 F16 F17 

69 1909 1974 1 0 1939d 
                

70 1835 1974 1 0 1889e 
                

72 1870 1974 1 0 1890d 
                

73 1788 1974 2 1 1810u 1889u 
               

74 1827 1974 1 0 1889e 
                

75 1873 1974 1 0 1893u 
                

76 1871 1974 3 8 1884u 1889m 1896d 1908u 
             

77 1743 1974 4 16.3 1846e 1889u 1890u 1895m 
             

78 1883 1974 1 0 1889u 
                

79 1772 1974 1 5 1884e 1889e 
               

80 1876 1974 1 17 1889m 1906e 
               

82 1850 1974 1 17 1889e 1906u 
               

83 1854 1974 1 17 1889e 1906l 
               

85 1878 1974 1 0 1893m 
                

86 1833 1974 1 0 1889u 
                

87 1791 1974 1 34 1847e 1889u 1915u 
              

88 1803 1974 1 0 1847d 
                

89 1841 1974 1 16 1890u 1906d 
               

90 1857 1974 1 0 1906e 
                

93 1897 1974 1 0 1906e 
                

99 1859 1974 1 0 1890d 
                

100 1860 1974 1 0 1889d 
                

101 1874 1974 1 0 1889d 
                

104 1888 1974 2 6 1906e 1912e 
               

105 1890 1974 2 13 1911e 1924d 
               

106 1856 1974 2 0 1889e 
                

108 1890 1974 1 0 1910m 
                

110 1816 1974 1 40 1850u 1890e 
               

111 1851 1974 1 0 1889u 
                

112 1801 1974 1 0 1889e 
                

113 1858 1974 2 7 1889e 1896u 
               

114 1782 1974 2 16.4 1814a 1835e 1842e 1847e 1889e 1896u 
           

115 1927 1974 1 0 1946u 
                

116 1865 1974 1 0 1889d 
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Site

No. 

Inner

Date 

Outer

Date 

Sample 

Depth MFRI F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 F11 F12 F13 F14 F15 F16 F17 

117 1857 1974 1 0 1889e 
                

119 1868 1974 1 0 1889e 
                

120 1879 1974 1 0 1893e 
                

125 1875 1974 1 10 1889e 1899d 
               

128 1840 1974 1 10 1889e 1899d 1942u 
              

129 1860 1974 1 0 1889u 
                

131 1860 1974 1 0 1889d 
                

134 1864 1974 1 0 1892m 
                

135 1873 1974 2 16 1889e 1905u 
               

139 1748 1974 1 25 1874u 1899u 
               

142 1847 1974 1 29 1863d 1892d 
               

144 1848 1974 1 0 1899d 
                

146 1887 1974 1 0 1899u 
                

147 1864 1974 1 0 1889e 
                

148 1877 1974 1 0 1890d 
                

149 1902 1974 1 26 1927a 1953u 
               

150 1802 1974 2 10.3 1859m 1871e 1890d 
              

152 1852 1974 1 0 1893u 
                

153 1933 1974 1 0 1952d 
                

154 1829 1974 1 0 1839e 1890e 
               

155 1858 1974 1 18 1889u 1907u 
               

157 1772 1974 4 27.8 1802u 1839e 1889u 1906d 1907e 1913u 
           

159 1872 1974 1 39 1889e 1928u 
               

161 1896 1974 1 0 1905u 
                

163 1879 1974 1 0 1903d 
                

*no statistical difference (e.g. MFRI and seasonality) between original sites and supplemental sites  
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A 4. Fire History Chart (1-52 original sites and 53-163 supplemental sites) 
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A 5. Fire Event Burn Area Table 

Fire 

Year 

No. Sites 

Recording 

No. Sites 

Recording 

Fire Event 

%Sites 

Burned Sites Recording Fire Event 

1790 1 1 100 33 

1834 2 1 50 34 

1836 3 1 33 48 

1846 6 3 50 3,35,38 

1847 14 11* 79 19,28,34,35,36,37,38,46,47,50,52 

1850 14 1 7 35 

1857 15 1 7 20 

1858 16 1 6 24 

1859 17 2 12 33 

1861 17 1 6 37 

1863 18 1 6 45 

1864 18 1 6 47 

1869 19 2 11 33,49 

1873 19 1 5 3 

1876 19 1 5 24 

1877 19 1 5 36 

1884 22 6* 27 10,20,22,26,28,36 

1886 22 1 5 28 

1889 41 38* 93 

2,3,5,6,7,11,14,15,18,19,20,21,23,24,25,26,27,2

8,30,31,32,33,34,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,

46,47,48,49,51 

1890 47 12* 26 3,4,5,8,10,12,13,16,17,19,37,50 

1892 47 2 4 19,36 

1894 47 1 2 8 

1897 47 1 2 22 

1899 48 13* 27 2,3,4,9,12,14,20,23,25,30,33,37,38 

1901 48 3 6 3,24,38 

1902 48 5* 10 18,20,30,39,45 

1904 48 4 8 14,35,44,51 

1905 49 6* 12 7,10,25,28,29,47, 

1906 49 9* 18 10,13,16,24,28,29,37,39,44 

1907 50 17* 34 2,4,5,6,8,10,14,16,26,27,31,33,40,42,45,49,52 

1908 50 7* 14 4,7,22,26,36,39,47 

1909 50 1 2 22 

1910 51 3 6 1,14,45 

1911 51 2 4 7,42 

1912 51 3 6 25,35,37 

1913 51 1 2 22 

1914 51 7* 14 8,10,16,19,22,28,34 

1915 51 8* 16 4,7,12,13,20,22,24,29 

1918 51 7* 14 8,19,21,26,29,35,43 
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Fire 

Year 

No. Sites 

Recording 

No. Sites 

Recording 

Fire Event 

%Sites 

Burned Sites Recording Fire Event 

1919 51 5* 10 7,14,19,24,38 

1920 51 1 2 7 

1921 51 4 8 16,20,35,36 

1922 51 4 8 7,10,18,39 

1923 51 1 2 33 

1924 51 3 6 3,7,19 

1926 51 3 6 16,39,44 

1927 51 3 6 18,28,49 

1928 51 2 4 24,40 

1929 51 4 8 7,9,10,38 

1932 51 1 2 12 

1934 51 2 4 18,40 

1935 51 1 2 7 

1936 51 6* 12 4,9,10,28,29,45 

1937 51 2 4 24,38 

1938 51 1 2 41 

1939 52 3 6 10,11,25 

1941 52 9* 17 3,4,5,8,10,25,28,42,48 

1942 52 5* 10 1,24,26,42,47 

1943 51 2 4 25,40 

1944 52 5* 10 7,18,24,25,38 

1946 52 1 2 36 

1949 52 3 6 7,9,37 

1950 52 2 4 29,40 

1951 52 1 2 38 

1952 52 2 4 7,24 

1953 52 2 4 5,7 

1954 52 1 2 24 

1956 52 1 2 24 

1957 52 3 6 7,20,38 

1959 52 1 2 24 

1961 52 1 2 49 

1962 52 1 2 47 

1964 52 3 6 24,38,42 

1965 52 1 2 24 

1967 51 1 2 24 

1968 51 3 6 38,42,47 

1969 51 1 2 6 

*denotes regional fire (>10% or at least 5 sites) 
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A 6. Fire Events Chart 

 local: all fire years (77 events) 

 site: ≥2 trees per site (23 events) 

 regional: major fire years, ≥10% sites (18 events) 

o gray bars = fires that affected ≥10% sites and less than 5 sites 

o black bars = fires that affected ≥10% sites and more than 5 sites 
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A 7. Guide to Determine Fire Seasonality 

 Intra-Ring Scar Position  

 Caprio and Swetnam 1993; Speer 2010  
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A 8. Fire-Scar Position Data 

  
sites 1-52 sites 53-163 

 
TOTAL 1733-1913 1914-1974 1733-1913 1914-1974 

Early-earlywood (E) 178 97 33 47 1 

Middle-earlywood (M) 11 4 0 7 0 

Late-earlywood (L) 11 7 3 1 0 

Latewood (A) 5 1 1 2 1 

Dormant (D) 91 16 47 21 7 

Undetermined (U) 110 40 32 34 4 

TOTAL 406 165 116 112 13 

 *no statistical difference in fire seasonality between original sites and supplemental sites  
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A 9. Fire Climate Superposed Epoch Analysis 

 

 
       local: all fire years      site:  ≥2 trees per site      regional: ≥ 10% sites 
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A 10. Climate Indices from 1790-1975 Data Table 

 local tree-ring drought reconstruction (Chavardès 2014) 

 Palmer Drought Severity Index, grid point #53 (Cook et al. 2004) 

 El Niño-Southern Oscillation, NINO3 (Cook 2000; D’Arrigo et al. 2005) 

 Pacific Decadal Oscillation (Gedalof and Smith 2001) 

YEAR Drought PDSI ENSO PDO YEAR Drought PDSI ENSO PDO 

1790 0.1841 -0.793 -0.561 -0.2085 1883 1.2061 -0.554 0.197 -0.0053 

1791 0.8318 0.85 1.238 0.3055 1884 0.6874 0.461 0.632 0.4162 

1792 0.5515 -1.332 1.394 0.8157 1885 0.6453 0.415 1.165 -0.1061 

1793 0.3545 -0.737 1.247 0.3785 1886 1.3653 -1.291 -0.167 0.0343 

1794 0.7065 -1.54 0.141 0.5817 1887 0.9429 0.739 -1.294 0.1812 

1795 1.2116 -1.234 -0.71 0.3490 1888 1.2445 -0.225 1.433 0.0668 

1796 0.7025 -1.73 0.256 -0.1989 1889 0.3594 0.148 1.251 -0.0737 

1797 1.0969 -0.046 -0.104 -0.1561 1890 0.9227 -0.415 -1.225 0.0295 

1798 0.7925 -2.297 -0.816 0.0683 1891 0.9855 -1.377 0.554 -0.5868 

1799 1.2222 0.301 0.65 -0.0535 1892 0.929 -0.095 -0.015 -0.4331 

1800 0.4766 -0.317 0.78 -0.2582 1893 1.1978 2.223 -1.656 -0.4406 

1801 1.8954 0.688 -0.917 0.0952 1894 0.6606 0.457 -0.271 -0.5349 

1802 0.744 1.001 -0.803 -0.0304 1895 1.1393 0.025 1.007 -0.3959 

1803 0.9653 0.031 -0.427 0.3638 1896 0.789 -1.439 0.228 -0.1856 

1804 1.3091 -0.02 0.988 0.3464 1897 1.0956 -0.305 1.28 0.2246 

1805 1.3106 -0.215 -1.1 0.1850 1898 0.8664 0.035 -0.161 0.0736 

1806 1.5137 1.202 -1.156 0.0698 1899 0.6956 1.738 -0.304 -0.0303 

1807 1.2875 1.502 0.066 -0.2180 1900 1.3225 3.553 0.876 0.4099 

1808 0.4762 -0.867 -0.558 -0.1060 1901 1.4079 1.753 0.92 0.1462 

1809 0.9424 -0.964 -0.146 -0.0637 1902 1.1519 1.494 -0.298 0.6900 

1810 1.1391 1.076 0.061 -0.2740 1903 0.7631 0.923 1.209 -0.3008 

1811 1.154 -0.261 0.162 -0.4926 1904 1.3426 -0.4 -1.24 0.6952 

1812 1.224 -0.006 -0.623 -0.4561 1905 0.8423 -0.238 1.613 0.8568 

1813 0.6754 -1.267 -0.471 -0.4982 1906 0.5927 0.3 -0.145 0.5574 

1814 0.7491 1.294 1.03 -0.0813 1907 1.2527 1.043 -0.087 0.3334 

1815 0.7148 1.226 1.31 -0.2944 1908 1.0268 -0.268 0.257 -0.1847 

1816 1.0291 1.805 1.554 -0.0457 1909 1.0797 -0.291 -0.772 -0.7306 

1817 0.7684 -1.216 0.239 -1.0380 1910 1.4382 -0.165 -0.811 -0.0668 

1818 1.3855 1.064 -0.318 -0.9345 1911 1.1691 0.532 0.024 0.4701 

1819 1.6157 2.891 -1.288 -0.9522 1912 0.4901 1.468 1.356 0.2409 

1820 0.8874 1.437 -0.883 -0.3360 1913 0.9504 2.522 1.201 0.5989 

1821 1.0293 1.707 0.226 -0.4994 1914 1.305 0.803 0.651 0.6834 

1822 1.5316 0.831 -0.137 -0.4001 1915 0.6674 2.193 0.756 0.0942 

1823 0.7097 -1.245 -0.624 -0.1020 1916 1.0054 3.155 -0.706 -0.1087 

1824 0.7417 0.805 0.179 0.2233 1917 0.7952 0.842 -0.582 -0.0996 

1825 0.7752 0.895 0.52 0.1607 1918 1.1021 -1.48 -1.06 0.5327 
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1826 1.1739 1.107 -0.562 0.3761 1919 0.5477 -1.656 1.582 0.4859 

1827 0.702 1.531 0.431 0.2528 1920 0.8422 -1.605 0.46 0.1740 

1828 0.8109 2.147 0.564 0.6723 1921 1.0134 0.03 -0.234 -0.2838 

1829 1.4524 2.341 0.071 0.6508 1922 0.7929 -1.474 -1.047 -0.1048 

1830 1.4594 0.723 -0.6 -0.1345 1923 0.9548 -0.483 -0.108 0.2768 

1831 0.4685 -0.69 -0.053 -0.2979 1924 0.8383 -0.342 0.076 -0.3076 

1832 0.863 0.993 0.556 0.5463 1925 0.9447 -1.318 -2.043 0.4187 

1833 0.5228 0.371 1.219 0.3555 1926 0.9524 -0.726 0.978 0.2293 

1834 1.0603 -0.028 0.471 0.2831 1927 0.8126 1.094 -0.108 0.0913 

1835 1.0644 -0.882 0.055 -0.0278 1928 1.379 -0.105 0.043 0.0706 

1836 1.2008 0.858 -0.354 0.1777 1929 0.5675 -1.086 -0.775 0.2973 

1837 0.2828 0.744 1.142 -0.1462 1930 1.227 -1.07 0.592 0.5372 

1838 0.915 2.605 0.831 0.3376 1931 0.6401 -0.607 1.385 0.3814 

1839 0.9225 -0.702 1.019 0.3337 1932 1.1141 1.044 0.214 0.2467 

1840 1.0023 -1.375 0.181 -0.1034 1933 0.9952 -0.153 -0.145 -0.4166 

1841 0.9421 -1.023 -0.33 -0.4573 1934 1.1332 1.147 -1.06 -0.0700 

1842 0.7132 -1.696 -0.631 -0.0874 1935 1.1049 0.502 -0.089 -0.0444 

1843 0.8766 -1.735 -0.285 -0.0216 1936 0.3934 -1.054 -0.043 0.0919 

1844 0.9569 0.59 -0.022 0.0750 1937 0.6043 -0.448 -0.374 -0.2199 

1845 1.2914 0.86 0.445 0.4188 1938 1.0245 -1.212 -0.085 -0.4325 

1846 1.2745 0.657 0.237 -0.3363 1939 0.6942 0.569 -0.521 0.2083 

1847 0.565 -0.374 -0.308 -0.2091 1940 0.7593 -1.765 0.616 0.7452 

1848 1.1572 -0.943 -0.3 0.0317 1941 0.624 -0.89 1.427 0.8600 

1849 1.0439 1.657 -0.105 -0.2080 1942 1.3171 2.206 0.767 0.3714 

1850 0.7755 0.265 0.456 -0.4978 1943 0.9499 1.52 -0.665 0.1669 

1851 0.8737 -0.605 -0.37 0.0477 1944 1.0678 0.277 0.964 -0.0026 

1852 0.8557 -1.791 0.79 0.0129 1945 0.6511 -1.549 0.352 -0.4682 

1853 0.4153 -0.171 0.164 -0.5032 1946 0.8214 1.222 -0.651 -0.0984 

1854 1.4833 1.325 -0.252 -0.4872 1947 0.8216 1.967 0.472 -0.1971 

1855 1.6619 0.111 -0.465 0.2926 1948 1.2227 0.891 0.489 -0.1461 

1856 0.4634 1.735 0.602 0.0104 1949 1.2344 1.343 0.433 -0.5109 

1857 1.2557 -0.635 -0.926 0.1304 1950 1.3035 -0.538 -0.774 -0.5141 

1858 0.6772 -0.184 0.453 -0.5447 1951 1.0644 0.614 -0.991 -0.2563 

1859 0.7467 -1.742 -0.601 -0.4413 1952 0.6676 0.281 -0.091 -0.1151 

1860 0.9971 1.028 -0.734 -0.3019 1953 1.403 1.489 -0.658 -0.3732 

1861 0.6226 1.357 -0.027 -0.4262 1954 1.4672 2.221 -0.924 -0.3566 

1862 1.0172 1.199 -1.31 -0.6427 1955 1.2738 0.094 -0.568 -0.7573 

1863 0.9527 -2.096 -1.009 -0.6574 1956 0.663 1.055 -1.259 -0.6199 

1864 0.8702 -0.737 -0.681 -0.2283 1957 0.891 1.683 -0.256 0.0930 

1865 0.7711 -0.71 0.17 -0.1679 1958 0.9233 -1.75 1.478 -0.0896 
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1866 1.3089 0.324 -0.603 -0.2821 1959 1.2633 1.136 0.078 0.0283 

1867 1.1748 2.062 -0.126 -0.0892 1960 1.5441 0.278 -0.029 -0.2170 

1868 1.0186 -1.17 0.163 0.2492 1961 0.3056 -1.515 -0.559 0.0194 

1869 0.3989 -2.369 0.679 -0.1049 1962 1.0388 1.623 0.376 0.0802 

1870 0.976 -1.605 -0.536 -0.4919 1963 0.9108 0.937 0.046 0.3335 

1871 0.9216 -1.569 -1.008 -0.4150 1964 1.0821 1.18 0.557 0.3252 

1872 1.1587 -0.687 -0.543 -0.1714 1965 1.5627 1.153 0.149 0.2673 

1873 1.1827 0.854 -0.388 -0.1341 1966 1.2046 2.24 0.614 0.0536 

1874 1.4685 1.112 -0.11 0.0591 1967 1.059 -1.882 -0.618 0.2087 

1875 1.593 0.268 0.352 -0.0107 1968 0.7405 -0.568 0.109 -0.2827 

1876 1.2045 0.905 0.256 -0.1361 1969 0.6773 -0.5 0.888 -0.0502 

1877 1.4394 1.183 0.679 -0.0830 1970 0.9771 -2.459 -0.283 -0.7378 

1878 0.3824 0.876 0.363 -0.3364 1971 1.1339 0.009 -1.862 -0.3740 

1879 1.8383 2.304 -0.072 -0.3205 1972 1.2764 1.315 -0.973 0.1779 

1880 0.7851 1.506 -1.531 0.1168 1973 0.8403 -0.288 0.986 -1.1392 

1881 1.5648 3.884 0.587 0.2031 1974 0.8984 0.615 -1.845 -0.3341 

1882 1.2635 0.579 0.669 -0.2449 1975 0.9006 -0.924 -0.19 -0.3041 

 

 

 

 

 

 


